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ABSTRACT 
Input Substitution in the Coal-Fire d 
Electric Power Industry 
by 
Mohammad Fa toorehchie, Doctor of Philosophy 
Utah State University, 1979 
Major Professor: Dr. Terrence F. Glover 
Department : E con ami cs 
A gradual increase in the price of oil, a decline in the supply 
of gas, ru1d a lag in nuclear construction leaves coal (a potential 
major resource for the future energy needs) as a fuel in amp le supply. 
The major portion of the United States' e l ectrici t y is generated by 
steam-driven generators wher e steam is produced by fossil fuel-fired 
boilers. In 1978, 47 percent of the total electrici ty generation was 
fueled by coal, up from 43 percen t in 1975. Use of coal in generation 
of electricity has spawned numerous research projects concerning the 
economics of the coal-fired electric power industry. 
The majority of the empirical works employed estimates of cost 
or production functions derived from the traditional strong separable 
functions (i.e., Cobb-Douglas or Constant Elasticity Substitution 
models) . In the case of multiple-output, multiple-input models, 
constru>cy of elasticity of substitution proves to be highly restrictive . 
Limi tations of conventional models have motivated the use of more 
Viii 
general models, specifically the transcendental logarithmic function 
which imposes no separability restriction a priori. 
Absence of new empirical studies for the industry, provides 
sufficient justification for the empirical study of the economic 
relationship between inputs and outputs in the coal-fired electric 
power industry. Also absent in previous works is the element of 
machine mix and air pollution control factors. The analysis of 
substitution possibilities between inputs and the existence of a tech-
nological change form the objectives of the present study. Substitu-
tion and price demand elasticities are estimated which provide 
guidelines and useful information for planning and design of optimally 
more efficient coal-fired power plants. These estimated elasticities 
can be used to analyze the impacts of some selected government or 
industry policies, or they can provide guidance in further policy 
development and research. 
A transcendental logarithmic multiple-input, multiple-output cost 
function is adapted to the cross-section data of the coal-fired electric 
power industry for 1973 at the plant level. The maximum-likelihood 
ratio test is used to empirically test the validity of various 
restrictions on the productive structure. The model used in this 
study provides for a share-specific elasticity to be computed for each 
price and share observation. 
Results drawn from this study suggest that models with constant 
elasticity of substitution (i.e., Cobb-Douglas, and the Constant 
Elasticity Substitution and Separable models) do not appropriately 
represent the structure of the United States ' coal-fired e lectric 
power industry. Although the empirical findings at the industry 
ix 
level provide substitution elasticities smaller than one, significant 
substitution possibilities can be found for several vintages. Scale 
economies are present; and contrary to the findings for the power 
industry, it was found that the coal-fired power plants do not operate 
on the flat portion of the average cost curve. 
(122 pages) 
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The coal-fired electric utilities, as the major source of 
electricity generation, provide 38 percent of the United States 
electric capacity. To meet the growing demand for electricity, the 
industry is constantly engaged in the expansion of capacity and is 
expected to reach the 350,000 megawatt target by 1995, an increase of 
more than 68 percent (FEA, l977b). The use of coal by electric power 
plants has increased steadily since 1935. It has expanded more than 
300 percent since 1955, which represents a rather accelerated rate of 
growth of coal consumption by the industry (see Table 1). 
This accelerated development of coal-fired electric power 
plants, prompted by recent legislation, seems to run counter to the 
national desire for a cleaner environment. Since a wide array of 
emissions are produced from the operations by coal-fired electric 
power plants, such as particulate matter and sulfur gases, consider-
able legislation has been passed to restrict particulate and stack gas 
emissions. Meeting these policy requirements, over the past decade 
has posed a difficult challenge for the electric utility industry, 
which is already confronted with the growing national demand for 
electricity . Regulated price of electricity, increasing prices of 
coal and labor and the existence of a time lag for rate adjus t ment t o 
inflation makes the investment in utilities less attractive compared 
TABLE 1 
ANNU.~L CONSUMPTION OF BITUMINOUS COAL AND LIGNITE 
BY ELECTRIC POWER UTILITIES 
Coal Consumption 
Year (1, 000 tons) 
1935 30,936 
1940 49,126 
1945 71,603 
1950 88,262 
1955 140,550 
1960 173,882 
1965 242' 729 
1970 318,921 
1971 326,280 
1972 348 ,612 
1973 386,879 
1974 390,068 
1975 403,249 
1976 44 7,021 
1977 474,818 
Source: Compiled from U. S . Co ngress , 19 73 , p . 73; 
FPC, 1977a, p . 70; and U. S. Department 
of En ergy, 1978, p. 17. 
with other investment opportunities and therefore causes a shortage 
of capi tal for expansion of capacity . The private sector is concerned 
with the rising capital requirements of pollution control devices and 
l and reclamation regulations which cause an increase in the price of 
coa l and t her efore the price of coal-generated electricity . 1 The 
1Tab le 2 provides an eight-year period of data on capital 
requirements for the plant and pollution control devices. 
TABLE 2 
COST OF AIR QUALITY CONTROL DEVICES PER KILOWATT HOUR INSTALLED 
CAPACITY FOR EIGHT-YEAR PERIOD 1967 TiiROUGH 1974 FOR FOSSIL-
FUELED ELECTRIC POWER INDUSTRY 
Cost of Air 
Industry Plant Cost* Quality Control 
Year $/kW ~1i lls/kl'lh 
1967 109 NA 
1968 123 NA 
1969 125 0.052 
1970 163 0.058 
19 71 137 0.056 
1972 150 0.060 
1973 190 0.068 
1974 194 NA 
*Not including the charge on capital goods. 
NA = Data not avai l able. 
Source: Federal Power Conunission, 1977b, 1973a, 1973b, 1974, 
and 19 75 b. 
public sector is concerned with the economic cost of regulatory 
actions imposed on the industry, and attempts are made to eva luate 
alternative solutions to the problems. Therefore, policies related 
3 
to allocation, of funds for future development require specific answers 
to the prob l ems about which both the private and public sectors are 
concerned. 
A shift to coal use in generating electricity in conjunction 
with the existing environmental regulations on emissions is causing 
changes in the relative prices of the major inputs (coal, capital, 
and labor) in the coal-fired electric power industry. What these 
changes mean for the production process is not clearly understood. 
Moreover, it is not clear whether the recent environmental and fuel 
shift policies are effective in achieving energy independence and 
environmental enhancement, or, whether they are conflicting goals, 
given the present technology of the coal-fired electric generating 
production process. Clearly, an understanding of that production 
process would be helpful in analyzing the impact that such pol i cies 
4 
impose on the industry. Information on specific issues such as the 
effects of changes in relative factor prices on major inputs, the 
introduction of certain capital components (pollution abatement 
equipment) as influenced by air quality standards, input substitution 
possibi lities and technological change is an important input to the 
p l anning process of both the public and private sectors. 
There are cpnflicting views concerning the relationships 
between capital, fuel and labor as factor inputs in producing 
electricity. Major questions often asked are as follows: (1) Can 
capi tal be substituted for fuel where fuel comprises some 78 percent 
of the total cost of production? (2) Are there any complementary 
relationships between factor inputs, particularly between capital , 
l abor and fuel, and capital used for particulate emission control? 
(3) What is the degree of substitution, if any, between fuel, capital 
and labor inputs? (4) What are the effects of emission controls, if 
any, on input substitution possibilities and how do they affect 
efficiency? 
5 
The purpose of this study is to examine certain aspects of these 
questions. Particularly, the intent of the study is t o provide 
relevant information on the input substitution possibilities t hat 
exist in the coal-fired electric generating industry, and to examine 
those forces which influence subs titution such as a t echnological change 
and changes in relative prices. Substitution poss ibilities between 
facto r inputs are measured by the elasticity of substitution, the 
percentage change in the input ratio induced by a given percentage 
change in the rate of technical substituti on. 
Many of the empirical studies of production r e l ationships related 
to the power industry have only included labor, capi t al, and occasion-
ally fuel, as their major inputs . Electricity i s generally conceived 
as the only output . Furthermore, input substitution and technological 
progress have been analyzed primarily for the 1940's and 1950 ' s. In 
this study, a multiple-input, multiple-output production model is 
used to assess input substitution possibilities and to incorporate the 
effects of air pollution control by inc luding particulate emissions 
(collected ash) as another output. The empirica l model is est imated 
using published dat a reported by the Federal Power Commission (FPC , 
1976a, and FPC, 1976b). 
The specific objectives of this diss er t ation are to empirically 
estimate the subs titution possibilities between inputs and provide a 
test of the existence of t echnical change within the industry. Data 
on i nput s and outputs for the coal-fired el ectric power industry on 
a plant -by-p l ant basis are used, to estimate substitution and trans-
cendenta l l ogari thmic (hereinaft er referred to as the translog) cost 
6 
function is used to obtain measures of existing substitution possi-
bilities and technological change. The translog form is a more 
flexible function and imposes no restrictive assumptions (such as a 
homothetic production structure) or a priori restrictions on 
substitution possibilities. 
Background on Air Pollution Control 
The coal-fired electric power industry has, for some time, 
been under constant pressure for compliance with air pollution 
stafidards. The only relaxation of the standards that have appeared 
in recent years are: (1) New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) of 
1974 which determine the emission limitations and require the use of 
Best Available Control Technique (BACT) for an emission source (FEA, 
1977a); and (2) the Clean Air Act Amendment of 1977 which relaxed 
NSPS standards and the required regional adoption of the State 
Implementation ~lans (SIP) provisions (U.S. Senate, 1977). Since 
inputs used in particulate emission (the major pollutant) control play 
an important role, a brief chronological review of the air pollution 
control problem and regulations is given below. 
In 1955, the Air Pollution Control Act was passed by Congress in 
an effort to help states and localities in pollution control and 
related research programs . The Clean Air Act passed in 1963, which 
amended the 1955 Act, authorized direct grants to states and 
localities to develop pollution control programs . The 1963 Clean Air 
Act was amended in 1965, and was primarily directed to the regulation 
of motor vehicles. Another amendment came in 1966 which expanded 
the federal aid program in air pollution control. A 1967 amendment 
directed the Department of Health, Education and Welfare to design 
broad atmospheric areas for the United States and a l so es tabli s hed 
the Presidential Air Quality Advisory Board to strengthen the previous 
provisions of the earlier legislation. Then came the Clean Air Act 
Amendment of 19 70, which authorized the Environmental Protec tion 
Agency to adopt the ambient air quality standards (Perkins, 1974). 
Standards were adopted in two categories: (1) Primary standards to 
protect the public health "allowing an adequate margin of safety," 
and (2) secondary s tandards to protect the public welfare "from any 
known or anticipated adverse effects" (Megonnell, 1975). Since 1970, 
numerous amendments have been added to the Clean Air Act Amendment 
of 1970. One of these amendments came through The Energy Supply and 
Environmental Coordination Act of 1974 (EPA, 1976). Under the 
provisions of the Act, the Federal Energy Administration has been 
granted the power to prohibit the use of petroleum products and 
natural gas at electric power plants in order to conserve fuel. 
The uncertainties of the supp ly of oil and natural gas and the 
growing dependence in the United States on coal for genera tion of 
electricity led to the Clean Air Act Amendment of 1977 . The 1977 
amendment p_rovided the necessary grounds for a revision of the 
criterion for sulfur oxides in parallel with revisions restricting 
particulate matters. Table 3 provides a summary of current national 
ambient air quality standards for particulate and sulfur dioxide 
emission. 
TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF CURRENT NATIONAL AMBIENT AIR QUALITY STANDARDS OF PARTICULATE AND SULFUR DIOXIDE 
HIISSIONS UNDER NSPS 
Description of Law Primary Standards 
Clean Air Act Amendment 
of 1977 
*Proposed by Environmental Protection 
Agency. 
SO Emission Standards 
X 
Daily arithmetic mean of 
85 percent sulfur dioxide 
reduction.* 
An emission floor in the 
range of 0. 5 to 0 . 8 pound 
of sulfur dioxide per 
million BTUs. ** 
~-----------------------------------------
Particulates Standards 
0. 3 pounds per million 
BTU emissions ceiling 
for total suspended par-
ticulates.* 
Standards ar e to be set 
at a level which would 
not preclude the use of 
electrostatic precipi-
tators, which is an 
emission level in the 
range of 0.0Sto0.08 
pounds of particulates 
per million BTUs.** 
**Suggested by the Department of Energy. 
Source: Bureau of National Affairs (1978). 
00 
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In the last decade, numerous advances to control pollutants in 
coal-fired electric power plants have been developed. Various new 
possibilities have surfaced, and several l arge pilot electric power 
plants using these advances in technology are presently on l i ne. 
Technology in the field of particulate matter emission contro l 
has adequately advanced at commercial level s. Electrostatic precipi-
tators with an efficiency rating of 95 to 99 . 9 percent are widely 
used by the industry. The capital cost of particulate matter control 
devices run between $60 and $90 per kilowatt. 
Coal-fired electric power plants are responsible for 60 percent 
of the sulfur dioxide emitted into th e atmosphere . Because of 
inadequacy of technological progress, and to a degree, because of 
infeasibility in adopting the available devices, the industry was 
lagging in compliance with sulfur dioxide standards until the summer 
of 1973 . A national public hearing in the fall of 1973 launched a 
new development ,to move the industry toward compliance with sulfur 
dioxide's primary standard s . After testimony hearing, the panel 
concluded that the basic technological problem with flue gas 
desulfurization had been solved, and i t could be applied at a 
reasonable cos t . The capital cost of flue gas desulfurization 
systems on existing plants ranges from $39 to $108 per kilowatt with 
most estimates falling in the range of $50 to $65 per kw (Journal 
of Air Pollution Control Association, 1974). 
Currently, compliance with new source and primary standards for 
particulate matter is accepted within the industry. However, 
10 
compliance with sulfur dioxide emission primary standards remains a 
major control problem and there have been major debates between the 
industry and regulatory agencies, particularly at the time of permit 
application. 
11 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Several at tempts have been made to study the production process 
of the electric power generating industry in the United States and 
Eng land. Single-output, multiple-input models representing a produc-
tion function or a cost function have been the primary empirical 
relationships used. This survey of literature is a summary of 
different appToaches taken by earlier investigators in measuring cost 
and production relationships in the steam-electric power industry. 
Many of the empirical studies of production relationships have 
included l abor, capital and occasionally fuel as their major inputs, 
and electricity as the only output. In these studies, the plant was 
used as the unit of observation and was assumed to have machines of 
the same size and/or vintage. 2 
Lomax (1952), analyzed the relationship between output and 
costs using 1947-1948 data for steam electric plants in two regions 
of the United Kingdom, each plant operating at least 6600 hours. 
Using cross-section data for each region, he estimated two exponential 
functions relating the output to cost. In this study, the variance 
in vintage and machine-mix of the plant was not considered; hence, 
interpretation of the effects of the movement along the production 
2Adoption of such assumption, requires that total output and 
total fuel input to be the same for each machine. 
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function were limited. His findings indicated that the cost per 
unit of generating capacity declined as the size of the plant and 
the load factor increased. 
In order to estimate the long-run cost function, Johnston (1960), 
carried out two cross-section studies on 73 British steam-electric 
firms for the years 1946-1947 and 1938-1939. The operation of 
plants, when observed in the cross - sections, was assumed to take 
place at the point of minimum average cost on the short-run average 
cost curves of ;>articular plants. Since r.o consideration was made 
for differing machine technology for plants within the firm, the 
estimated regressions cannot be said to be long-run cost functions. 3 
Johnston co,ncluded that a linear relationship between total variable 
costs and output for firms of varying size exists within the industry. 
Using a sample of 235 plants, Komiya (1962), studied the 
production process of United States electric power plants built in 
the period 1930 to 1956. In order to capture technological change 
and the related shifts in the production function, a logarithmic 
singl e -output, multiple-input Leontief model was estimated with no 
optimi zation behavior assumed. The size of a given plant was defined 
through the average size of the generating units within a plant. 
Technology was treated at the factor level and no allowance given to 
the problem of machine mix. Using covariance analysis, Komiya found 
3A cross-section analysis with no allowance made for technologi-
cal change can produce a long-run total variable cost curve only if 
the technological change implies the introduction of a plant with 
larger capacity . (For further discussion, see Galatin, 1968.) 
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that average size and the number of generating units had a signifi -
cant effect on the equipment cos t per generat i ng unit. He concluded 
that the effect of t echnol ogica l change has been to reduce the 
fuel requirements in electricity production . 
To measure the degree of returns to sca le in the production of 
electrici t y, Ner love (1963), studied 1955 cross-section data on 145 
United States ' electric utility firms. The production process was 
characterized by a Cobb-Douglas production function with parameters 
estimated through an implied cos t function under a cos t minimization 
behavior. 
The notion of a production function is most appropriately applied 
to individual plants, since the plant is the most basic unit of 
production. Ner l ove conducted his analysis at the firm l eve l which 
precludes any cons i deration of machine-mix in terms of the size of 
the units in a plant, and t hat of plant-mix in terms of the nwnber 
and sizes of plants in a firm. Each firm was assumed to be at a 
particular point of its long-run expans ion path and l ong-run cost 
curve. He found that suppl y of electricity was characteri zed by 
increasing returns to scal e where the degree of such return was a 
decreasing function of the output l evel. 
Barzel (1964), estimated the input functions for labor and fuel 
in the s team- electric power industry using U.S . data for the period 
1941- 1959. His sample included data from 220 plants, with one plant 
being the unit of observation. The degree of returns to scale for 
l abor was f ound to be greater than that for fuel. To capture the 
effect of technological change, Barze l estimated a separate equation 
for plants of each vintage. He found that the effect of techno-
logical change is a relatively small 9.6 percent reduction in fuel 
requirements per kilowatt hour for the period. 
Dhrymes and Kurz (1964), investigated the possibility of 
technological change and the existence of returns to scale in the 
United States steam electric power industry. Using a sample of 
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362 plants constructed during 1937 to 1959, they examined the 
productive process by employing a generalized constant-elasticity-of-
substitution production function. That unit of observation was a 
plant observed at "normal" operation levels during one-year periods. 
They stratified their sample by vintage and size; and assumed the 
cost minimization hypothesis of Nerlove (1963). Their results 
indicated that a uniform increasing returns to scale to labor 
prevailed in the industry. Barzel, Dhrymes and Kurz, did not account 
for the biases which exist in their estimates as a result of 
machine-mix variability between plants. 
Christensen and Greene (1976) estimated economies of scale for 
the U.S . electricity producing industry. To model the structure 
of production in the industry, they used the cost function approach. 
Using cross-section data for 114 firms for 1955 and 1970, they 
estimated the range over which economies of scale persist. Their 
findings suggest that significant scale economies did exist in 1955, 
but that by 1970 the majority of electric power generation firms 
had exhausted scale economies. Using a single-output translog cost 
function approach, they estimated the economies of scale for the 
industry, ignoring the problem of machine and fue l mix in the 
process. The fuel mix problem introduces a bias in the resu l ts 
because each fuel mix requires different techno l ogy. 
Biases resulting from the neglect of fuel mix and machine 
15 
mix considerations have not been corrected in any new empirical 
s t udies of the industry . In addi t ion, little has been done to 
include air pollution control equipment and emissions. These errors 
and oversights justify a new empirical study of t he coa l -fired 
electric power production process in a multiple-input, mul t iple -
output context. 
16 
CHAPTER III 
ECONOMIC MODEL 
The traditional homogeneous and additive models of studies 
related to production and cost functions played an important role 
in the formulation of statistical tests of the theory of production. 
These models, such as the Cobb-Douglas or constant elasticity of 
substitution (CES) functions, have made significant contributions in 
the analysis of one-output, two-input functions which are tradition-
ally used in economics. However, these constant elasticity of 
substitution formulations are highly restrictive4 when used in the 
multiple-input, multiple-output context. In the CES function the 
partial elasticity of substitution between any pair of inputs is 
equal, except for the Uzawa's (1962) nested CES function, which 
rules out the complementary relationship between inputs a priori 
(Burgess, 1975). Strong separability and self-duality are also 
implicit properties of CES and Cobb-Douglas functions . These 
properties impose further limitations in the estimation process 
which should be justified empirically rather than being imposed 
a priori. Limitations of conventional models have motivated the 
4., 
a commodity-wise additive (strong separability) and 
homogeneous production possibility frontier is unsuitable for repre-
sentation of production possibilities with several outputs and 
several inputs." (Christensen, Jorgensen, and Lau, 1973, p . 30). 
use of more general models, specifically the translog function 
which was initially proposed by Christensen, Jorgensen and Lau 
(1971). The model is flexible enough to accommodate relevant 
hypotheses for the evaluation of different input substitution 
possibilities in a multiproduct multifactor characterization. 
In this study, the neoclassical cost function approach is applied 
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to model the structure of production in the coal-fired electric 
power industry. More specifically, a multiple-input, multiple-
output translog cost function facilitates the estimation and analysis 
of the partial elasticity of substitution for pairs of inputs 
(Burgess, 1975). The model is not constrained by assumptions of 
homotheticity or constant substitution elasticities. 
In empirical investigations, a production function or a cost 
function is often used to suggest an underlying production structure . 
The choice of which of the two functions to use depends upon the 
type of data suitable for particular studies. Estimation of a 
production function proves to be more desirable when the output 
level is indogenous, and the estimation of the cost function is 
more attractive when the output level is exogenous (Christensen 
and Greene, 1975). 
Since the electric power industry in the U.S. is a regulated 
business firm, i t.s. ~co.nomic and technical environment is quite 
different f~om other business entities. Electric utilities are 
required to supply all the electric power which is demanded at 
regulated prices, while competing with all other industries for 
18 
inputs. Therefore, since output and factor prices are assumed 
exogeneous and input leve ls become endogeneous to the firm's 
decision, the cost funct~on approach has been chosen for the study. 
1~ethodology 
The procedure followed in this study is the adaption of a 
translog cost function to cross-section data. This functional 
form, f irst proposed by Christensen, Jorgensen, and Lau (1973), is 
a second-order local approximation to an arbitrary underlying 
func tion about a point by a logarithmic Taylor series expansion. 
The function is flexible with no a priori restriction on substi-
tution possibilities among the fac tors of production. 5 The cost 
function can be expressed as: 
min (P~IF(X) > Y} 
where P = (P 1 ,,P2, ... , Pn) is the vector of factor prices; Y = 
(Y1 , Y2, ... , YK) is the vector of joint outputs;
6 X is the vector 
inputs; and F is the given production function (Diewert, 1974). 
C(YK, Pi) is defined for all P ~ 0, Y > 0, and X~ 0; therefore, 
local monotonicity and concavity conditions are maintained (Diewert, 
5see ~hristens en, Jorgensen, and Lau (1971); Christensen and 
Greene (1976); and Humphrey and Moroney (1975). 
6This rules out the possibility of an interaction between 
production processes except through the primary inputs (Hall, 1973). 
This form allows a statistical test of nonjointness of the outputs. 
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1974). The behavioral assumption underlying the model (subject to 
test) is expressed by: 
min PX 
s.t. (y;X) £ Y 
where X is the vector of inputs, P is the vector of factor prices, 
y is the vector of outputs and Y is the production set. This 
functional form allows for specification of a nonhomothetic function 
with a nonconstant share of inputs; it also provides for a varying 
return to scale specification with the following trans log form: 
n n 2 n lnc /.. + I yKlnYK + 1/2 I ljJK(lnY K) + E a . lnP. 0 k=l k=l i=l l l 
n 
8 .. (lnP . ) 2 + 
n n 
+ 1/2 I E E 8ij lnP i lnP. 
i=l ll l i=l j=l J 
n n n 
+ y E oKlnPilnYK + I I WKK'lnYKlnYK' 
i=l k=l k=l k'=l 
for 
K, 1, .... , n and K F K' 
i, j = 1, .. .. , n 
where C and Y are total costs and outputs, and Pi is the price of 
the ith input . 
(1) 
The continuous increase in total cost as a function of factor 
prices is determined by n equations: 
olnC _ 
dlnP. -
1 
Cl. + 
1 
i,j = 1, ... , n 
k = 1, ... , n 
Shephard's lemma states that, "along the minimwn cost 
expansion path, the equilibriwn employment of the ith input 
represents the marginal cost'' (Shephard, 1970, p. 171) : 
ac 
aPi 
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(2) 
(3) 
When the production possibi lity pl ane is tangent to the iso cost 
surface , and production is defined at the point of tangency between 
the transformation hyperplane and the cost cone. That is to say, 
each observed factor input is equal to the factor demand derived 
from the cost function, and each price is equal to the marginal cost 
derived from t~e cost function. For the cost function, defined by 
C(Yk,Pi) or the set L(Yk)' the following relationship holds 
(Shephard, 1970); 
ac x. ar.- = 1 
1 
For the transformation function, defined by t(yk,Xi) or the set 
L(Yk) which represents the available technology the following 
equa lity pertains (Jacobsen, 1970; Hall, 1973): 
where Y. 
J 
(4) 
(5) 
The two sets L(Y~) and L(Y)K can be thought of as polar closed 
convex sets (Rockafellar, 1970) 
ac 
aPi 
oF X. 
avj = 1 
If Shephard's lemma holds, then the ratio of marginal costs 
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(6) 
of two goods Yi and Yj will be equal to the marginal rate of trans-
formation between them: 
ac;av. oT/aY. 
1 1 
ac;av. = ar;av. 
J J 
where T represents the transformation function: 
By definition, the relative shares in total cost are: 
N. 
1 
P.X. 
1 1 
-c-
where Ni is the relative share, and Xi is the level of the ith 
input. 7 
Substituting (3) into (9), 
Pi= dlnC 
C dlnP. 
1 
( 7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
yields the relative shares on the cost minimization expansion locus, 
which are functions of output levels and factor prices. From (2): 
7Note, with the assumption of the cost minimization behavior, 
(3) yields the factor demand functions. 
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olnC 
Ni = olnP. = 
1 
a. + 
1 
(11) 
This sys t em of share equations establishes the basis for empirical 
es t i mation of parameters of the cost function and the relevant 
elasticiti es. The te s t ab l e hypotheses for input substitution are 
derived from this multipl e-out put, multiple-input framework . The 
partial substitution elasticities as defined by Allen (1938) are 
calcul ated from the es timates of the Sij 's. The point estimates of 
Allen's partial elasticities of substitution (aij), which will be 
used to evaluate the separabili t y r estrictions, are: 8 
a .. l+ for all 1 (1 2) 
1) N.N. 
1 J 
s .. + Ni(Ni - 1) 11 for al l i (13) a .. 
(N. )2 11 
1 
The substitution elasticities are not output specific because the 
factor share (Nil explicitly accounts for all outputs: 
i, k 1, ... n 
where Pi is t he vector of factor prices and Yk the vector of outputs . 
Price e l asticiti es of factor demand (ni j ) are obtained from the 
following r e lationships: 9 
8
such inferences can be used to evaluate the effect of restric-
tions on the industry by determining substitution and complementary 
relationships. 
9
see Binswanger, 1974. 
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o .. 
1] 
N. 
1 
for all i f j (14) 
0 .. 
11 
N. 
1 
for all i (15) 
Demand and substitution elasticities are functions of Sij 's (i and 
j ; 1, ... , n) and the cost shares Ni ' s (fori, j ; l, ... ,n), which 
are independent of the coefficients of the under l ying production 
10 function (i.e., A0 , yK' ~K' and wKK '). 
Separability Test 
The nature of the elasticity of substitution can be empirically 
tested through the functional separability test procedure. Separ-
abi lity can be imposed on the translog form by appropriate parametric 
res trictions. 
Consider the set of inputs, F, K, and Lin the production 
process: If an ordered triple is taken (i . e., F, K, and L), then 
the following ~equirement determines the necessary conditions for 
Allen's partial elasticity of substitution (AES) to be variable, 
constant, or zero. Separability of inputs implies the following 
condition: F and K are functionally separable from L if the marginal 
rate of technical substitution between F and K, equivalent t o the 
ratio of marginal costs is independent of the leve l of L, that is: 
10
since the price of outputs are not avai l able, revenue func t ion 
may not be derived; therefore, direct i nferences t o the elasticity 
of transformation is not possible. 
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(16) 
where FF and FK are the marginal products, and MCF and MCK are the 
marginal costs ofF and K, respectively. 
If the price of L is increased, given the prices for F and K, 
the marginal cost schedules related to K and F may shift proportion-
ally. Assuming an augmented increase in price of L (Hicks, 1970), 
then the AES between F and L will be the same as that between K and 
L (Berndt and Christensen, 1973a) . That is, aFL ~ oFK Khich implies 
(for proof see Russell, 1975) : 
This restriction can be treated as a testable hypothesis. Rejection 
of the hypothesis implies that the oij 's are variable. If the 
hypothesis cannot be rejected (oij 's are constant), then a test can 
be made to determine whether a specific oij is equal to zero (fixed 
proportion relat•ionship), as a necessary condition for a fixed 
proportion relationship, equation (17) must be satisfied. 
Using the three-input case (F, L, and K) and differentiating 
the cost function with respect to the price of K, separability 
requires that: 11 
~ = [aMcF) _ 
'3P MCF 3P 
K K 
0, 
11
see Berndt and Christensen, ~973a) and Russell (1975). 
(18) 
Define NF and NL as the shares of the inputs as: 
and NL 3lnC > 0 
3lnPL 
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(19) 
which implies that the shares are positive in the feasible range. 
This is equivalent to: 
NF 
ac PF 
MCF . 
PF (20) ar; c; c 
NL 
ac PL 
MCL 
PL (21) ; arL c; c 
Division of (20) by (21) yields the ratio of marginal costs used 
in derivation of conditions for separability: 
(22) 
The shares are: 
(23) 
(24) 
Separabi lity of F and the L input from K is expressed as: 
- 0 for F F L F K (25) 
That is, 
(26) 
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Equation (26) can be written as (Blackorby, Primont, and Russell, 
1974; and Humphrey and Moroney, 1975): 
(2 7) 
which is equivalent to (Berndt and Christensen, 1973b): 
(28) 
Substituting for NL and NF: 
0 (29) 
Therefore, the condition for Equation (29) to be satisfied requires 
that: 
Linear separability of F and L from K, and the existence of a 
unitary elasticity of substitution, can be verified empirically by 
testing if (\j = 1 (or sij = 0) . 
Data 
The data are taken from: (1) The Federal Power Commissions' 
(FPC) Annual Reports (Steam-Electric Plant Cost and Annual 
Production Expenses--1973 (FPC, 1976b) , (2) Steam Electric Plant 
Air and Water Quality Control Data--1973 (FPC, 1976a) (hereinafter 
referred to as FPC reports and FPC air and water quality reports), 
and (3) the Moody's Municipal and Governmental Manual (Hanson, 
1974). The unit of observation being one plant. The sample of 80 
plants covers 80 percent of the total generation of electricity by 
coal-fired electric power industries during 1973. 
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The machine mix of a plant is an important factor to be 
considered in production studies. The optimum utilization of machines 
in the plant requires the allocation of output to machines which 
minimize total variable cost. The electrical load fluctuates during 
the day, so at certain times the plant operates at less than total 
capacity. Thus, if the optimization procedure is followed, some 
machines may not be operated at all, and some machines may be opera-
ted at less than full capacity during slack hours. In previous 
empirical studies, the samples contained plants that had a machine-
mix of different sizes and/or vintages, but all units were assumed 
to be the same size and utilized at the same rate, introducing bias 
in technological change and returns to scale studies. To minimize 
the problem of machine mix, where different types and sizes of 
turbogenerators and boilers are being installed in one plant, only 
data from plants with one generating unit or units of the same 
vintage have been used. 
Vintage 
Most of the empirical studies related to the electric power 
industry have paid little attention to technological change through 
time. Kom1ya (1962), Christensen and Greene (1976) are exceptions 
to this general criticism to some degree. Units of production of 
electricity can be assumed to belong to the same production surface 
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only if all new units have been introduced to the system with no 
delay. In indus tries where fixed capital (mainly equipment) plays 
an important role, technological change must be accurately 
distinguished over time. 
In the present study, the sample12 is stratified into three 
time strata representing a period in which the production units were 
installed and on-line operation13 was started. Each class is called 
a vintage as follows: 14 
Period 
Vintage One 1941 to 1953 
Vintage Two 1954 to 1961 
Vintage Three 1963 to 1973 
Quality of data 
A generating unit may be connected to load, or be "hot" but not 
connected to load. 15 Hence, the nameplate capacity in megawatts, 
as reported by the FPC, does not provide an ideal measure of the 
level of output. 
120n1y those coa l-burning plants that produce steam for genera-
tion of electricity that are reported in FPC reports, are used in 
this study (data are presented in Appendix C). 
13These vintages are subject to statistical tests as presented 
by the empirical re sults in this study. 
14 ' . See Append1x C, Column (YR) for the year of on-line operation 
for each plant. 
15 Implying the boilers are fully operational but the generators 
are not connected to load . 
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To measure the degree of utilization of units, the number of 
hours generating units were "hot" but not connected to load and the 
number of hours that they were connected to load are required. 
Because of a lack of data on these measures, all plants in this 
study are assumed to have the same average level of efficiency in 
utilizing machinery within each vintage . 16 
Because of the inadequacy of data, the tot al generated 
electricity in million kilowatt hours is used as a measure of output. 
Data on total number of hours of total laborers involved in the 
generation of electricity were not avai l able. Therefore, unadjusted 
figures on "annual average number of employees 11 are used as a measure 
of labor input. The "annual average number of employees," is not 
an ideal measure of the labor input. The "average number of 
employees" per plant covers operation, supervision, and engineering; 
but, depending upon the individual firm, it may or may not inc lude 
the maintenanca or repair labor. This measure also excludes differ-
ences between firms that have different working days, weeks, or 
conditions that result in the variation of the labor input over time . 
Empirical results for labor and machinery utilization must be 
viewed with some caution. The degree of utilization and the number 
of hours which workers contributed to the generation of electricity 
16
"If'the sample of plants is chosen so that each machine in a 
plant is of the same size and vintage. . . . For such plants the 
assumption that each machine operates for the same number of hours 
hot and connected is more plausible than for plants composed of a 
machine mix of units of different size and vintage where older and 
smaller machines may only be used for peaking purposes." (Galatin, 
1968, p. 41). 
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can only be determined from questionnaires circulated among the 
plants in the sample. Inquiries regarding (1) the number of hours 
each generating unit was connected to load or not connected to load; 
(2) the number of hours that workers contributed to the generation 
of electricity; and (3) workers' pay scales should be added into 
the available questionnaires . 
Capital input represents the total cost of machines. Each of 
these machines is characterized by size and vintage, and the effects 
of changes in scale and technology on the production process are 
reflected in the ex-post production function for different machines. 
Therefore, the capital input observed for each plant is assumed to be 
variable in each vintage category. 
Model Specification 
Two models are used to investigate the production process in 
the coal-fired ~lectric power industry. In the first model, the 
translog cost fun ction is regarded as an exact representation of 
the 11 true'' function, whereas, in the second model, the "true" 
function is represented approximately by the translog cost function. 
Underlying technology is assumed to be linearly homogeneous in the 
exact representation model. The validity of the assumption is 
statistically tested in the second (approximate representation) model. 
The exact model consists of four share equations each with a 
classical additive disturbance term reflecting errors in cost 
minimization behavior. The equations are estimated for individual 
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plants in separate vintages using Federal Power Commission data for 
1973. In the approximate model, the cost function must be added to 
the system of (n-1) share equations for efficient estimation (Diewert, 
1974; and Christensen and Greene, 1976). Thre e share equations and 
a cost function with appropriate di sturbance terms are estimated. 
Finally, the internal consistency17 assumption between share 
equations and the cost function is adopted. 
Exact model 
In this model, a system of four share eguatjons from the 
multiple-input, multiple-output translog cost function is derived . 
~ lajor outputs are electricity (Y 1) and collect ed ash (Y 2J, while 
the major inputs are capital used for generation of electricity (K1), 
labor (L), fuel (F), and capital used for the collection of ash 
CKzl. 18 
The analysis of the multiple-input functional form was 
originally intr~duced by Solow (1956). Using two capital inputs 
and one labor input, he showed that a consistent aggregate capital 
price or quantity index is possible if the two capital inputs are 
functionally separable from other inputs ( in his case, labor). In 
this part of the study, capital is stratified into two separate 
17Equa lity of related parameters of share equations and the 
cost function. 
18For a detailed explanation of the variables, refer to 
Appendix B. 
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inputs K1 and K2, where such stratificat ion of the capital input 
provides for a study of the impact of changes in technology and 
prices on each vintage. This approach requires a homothetic pro-
duction function19 but allows for nonconstant return s to scale. 
However, cost minimization behavior is assumed. If linear homo -
geneity in prices holds, the following restrictions are satisfied: 20 
n 
I a. 1, 
i= l 1 
n n 
I ~\ z: si 0, and i=l j=l 
n 
I 0ik 0 i= l 
fori, j = K1, L, F and K2 and K = Y1 and Y2 . The sum of the share 
equations add up to one, hence (n-1) independent equations are used 
in the estimation process. 
If the translog cost function is regarded as an exact repre-
sentation of the "true" function, then the above restrictions provide 
for a test of linear homogeneity of total cost in factor prices, where 
the underlying technology is linear homogeneous. These restrictions 
are not, in genera l , satisfied. Therefore, it is necessary to 
19A homothetic function is strict l y increasing and i s a 
continuous transformation of another function that is positively 
homogeneous of degree one (Shephard, 1970). 
20Linear homogeneity in fac tor pr ices, signifies an expansion 
path through the origin. 
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empirically verify their existence one-by-one or in combination, over 
the observed range of prices and quantities. In the exact model, 
several aspects of the production process, viz. (1) linear 
homogeneity in factor prices along with the overall separability 
(aij ; 1); (2) overall weak separability (constant oij) and linear 
homogeneity in prices; (3) local nonlinear separability (aij ; ajk) 
between fuel and other inputs; (4) linear separability of fuel and 
other inputs and finally; (5) separability of the set of inputs 
from the output set are tested. Appropriate parametric restrictions 
for the re l evant tests are imposed on submodels. Characteristics of 
these models along with the imposed restrictions are summarized in 
Table 4. Using the stratified sample of three vintages, 21 the set 
of four share equations derived from the translog cost function is 
estimated for all 10 models and each vintage. Estimates of 8ij ' s, 
are then used to derive substitution and price elasticities. Follow-
ing Berndt and ,Chris t ensen (l973b), the assumption of exact 
representation of the underlying technology22 with the following 
21The selection of the vintages was based on the starting year 
of on-line operation and the following assumptions: (l) before the 
early 1950s, pl ants of prewar design were operational (V1); (2) during the 1950s and the early 1960s, labor-saving devices were introduced 
(Vz), and (3) the 1960s' and early 1970s' designs introduced the new 
modified generating units combined with the air pollution control 
devices (V~). The selection process of v2 and v3 is supported by 
empirical studies (Christensen and Greene, 1976). 
22
such an assumption implies that the production function 
exhibits strong separability and self-duality (Burgess, 1975 and 
Shepha rd, 1970) . 
TABLE 4 
~10DEL IDENTIFICATION FOR THE PROPOSED EMPIRICAL TESTS (Exact Model) 
Model Co nstraints Parameter Restrictions 
A-I The least-restricted model 0 
B-I Linear homogeneity in factor prices, symmetry, and 
strong separabi lity 
l:a. 1, s ij = s .. = 0, 0iK 0 1 ) 1 
C-I Weak separability l:a . 1, l:S ij 0, l:o iK 0 1 
0-I Nonlinear separability of L and K1 from F crLF aK F 1 
E- I Nonlinear separability of L and K2 from F 
F- I Nonlinear separability of K1 and K2 from F cr K F = cr K F l 2 
G-I Linear separabi lity between L and F SLF = 0 
H-I Linear separability between K1 and F SK F 0 1 
I- I Linear separability between K2 and F SK F = 0 2 
J-I Homogeneity of production function oiK = o 
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restrictions is carried out as the set of maintained assumptions. 23 
Validity of such assumptions and the constraints associated with 
them (such as: wKK' = 0; EyK = l, o/K = 0 and A0 = 0 while K, K' 
l, ... ,n) are statistically verified in the approximate model. 
Approximate model 
In this model, the underlying technology is assumed to be 
approximately, rather than exactly, represented. Consequently, 
the cost function must be added to the system of (n-1) share 
equations for efficient estimation . Because of the inadequacy of 
the sample size , a system of three share equations 24 and a cost 
function is estimated. Major outputs are electricity (Y 1) and 
collected ash (Y2), while the major inputs are capital (K), labor 
(L) and fuel (F) . 
Internal consistency between the system of share equations 
and the cost function is hypothesized. 25 Estimates of Sij ' s are 
used to arrive at substitution and price elasticities. It is also 
assumed that second order differentiability of the cost function 
23 Inclusion of the cost funct ion to the system of share 
equations for each vintage creates t he degree of freedom problem 
where K > n. 
24
since PKl PK2, K1 and K2 are combined together to accoun t for capital input in the approximate model, to prevent linear 
dependency between price vectors in the estimation of the cost 
function. 
25Appelbaum (1978), in an empirical study of the United States' 
manufacturing, reports that "the theory performs better with the 
test for internal consistency" (p. 87). 
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and internal consistency between share equations and the cost function 
exist. 
Transformation of outputs from factor inputs are influenced by 
technological change. A vintage variable (v) is introduced in the 
cost function to represent technological shifts: 
ln C 
n n 
(lnP.) 2 
• Jl a. ln P. + l/2 Jl 8ii 1 1 1 
n n n D 
+ I I Bij lnPi lnP. + I I oikl nPiln yk 
i=l j=l J i=lk=l 
n n n n 
+ I. I wkk ' lnYk lnYk' + I I eiCklnVR-Yk 
k=l k'=l R-= 1 k=l 
n n 2 
+ I I lll',i ln V 9, ln P. + l/2 I q,tt (ln V 9,) 
i=l t=l 1 IC=l 
(30) 
fori, j, k, and 9, = 1, .... , nand K f K'. Because of the specifi-
cation of the variable (v), the model can provide a test of the 
existence of an embodied technological change and a test of 
hypothesis of a Hicksian-neutral technical change. 
In the approximate model, several aspects of the production 
process viz. , (l) linear homogeneity in factor prices , (2) functional 
separability, (3) linear homogeneity in technology functional 
homotheticity, (4) nonjointness of outputs, (5) linear and nonlinear 
separability between fuel and other inputs and finally, (6) absence 
of embodied technological change are tested. Appropriate parametric 
restrictions for the relevant tests of hypothesis are imposed in 12 
submodels. Characteristics of these models along with the imposed 
restrictions are summarized in Table 5. Estimates of Sij ' s are 
used to derive substitution and price elasticities. 
Choice of the Estimation Technique 
Random deviations from the cost-minimization behavior should 
affect all decisions related to factor mix, therefore, the error 
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terms (Ei and Ej) are likely to be correlated. Hence, any joint 
estimation process other than Ordinary Least Square estimation (OLS) 
would yield more efficient parameter estimates (Humphrey and 
~!oroney, 1975). Application of OLS to each equation separately 
generates estimates that are unbiased and consistent. 
Restrictions such as symmetry and constant returns to scale 
cannot be imposed on a set of equations estimated by OLS or 2SLS 
(Berndt and Christensen, l973b). Since disturbances are positively 
correlated across equations, a smaller variance can be obtained by 
the application of a maximum-likelihood estimation or Zellner-
efficient techniques. 26 
In the approximate model, joint estimation of the cost function 
and the s hare equations will result in more efficient parameter 
estimates than would be obtained by applying OLS to each equation 
independen:ly . The Zellner-efficient and the maximum-likelihood 
estimation techniques can be used to estimate the system if one 
26The gain in efficiency will be realized if the Zellner 
procedure is applied to a set of equations estimat ed by OLS or 2SLS 
(Kmenta and Gilbert, 1968). 
TABLE 5 
MODEL IDENTIFICATION FOR TI-lE PROPOSED EMPIR ICAL TESTS (Approximate Model) 
Model Constraints 
A-II The leas t-restricted model 
B-II Linear homogeneity in factor prices, symmet ry, 
strong separability, and constant r eturns to 
scale 
C-II Linear homogeneity in factor prices and t echnology 
D-II Linear homogeneity in factor prices and homothe-
ticity of the cost function 
E-II Nonjointness of outputs, linear homogeneity in 
factor prices, symmetry, and homotheticity of 
the functional form 
F-II Hicksian neutral change 
G- II Nonlinear separability between fuel, labor, & capital 
H-II Linear separability between capital and fuel 
I-II Linear separability between labor and fuel 
J-II Linear homogeneity in factor prices , s ymmetry, and 
strong separability between outputs and factor 
prices 
0 
Ea. = 
1 
WK K' 
Ea. = 
1 
YK = 
Ea. 
1 
Ea . = 
1 
WKK' 
fl i = 
0 LF 
8LF 
SKF 
w.. 
1 
8 .. 
lJ 
Parame t er Restri ctions 
1' 13 .. B .. 0, 0iK o j K 1) )1 
= 0, q, K 0 
1, ES .. = ES . . 0, Eoi K 0, 1) )1 
1' WKK ' = 0 
~ ' ES . . ES .. 0, Eoi K 0 1) J 1 
1' E8 .. ES . . 0, Eo iK 0, 1) J 1 
= 0 
0, SK 0 
° KF 
0 
0 
1, ES .. = 1) ES .. )1 0, 0iK 0, 
Bj i' 0iK = ° Ki 
0 
"' 00 
TABLE 5 --Continued 
Model Constraints 
K-II Nonjointness of outputs 
L-II Absence of technol ogical change 
Parameter Restrictions 
0 
0, ¢ 0, t; 0 
"' <D 
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equation is delected. If the Zellner-efficient technique is used 
the estimates obtained will not be invariant to the equation that is 
deleted27 (Burgess, 1975). The maximum-likelihood estimates are 
independent of the choice of (n-1) selected equations (Barten, 1969). 
Therefore, the parameters of the cost function are estimated using 
the maximum-likelihood estimation method (computationally equiva l ent 
to the iterative Zellner estimation technique, {Kmanta and Gilbert, 
1968}). 
Si nce the production process is an ex-pos t function, it is 
plausible to assume that the regressor matrix elements are predeter-
mi ned. Therefore, the choice of the maximum-likelihood estimation 
t echnique yields asymptotically efficient estimates of the 
28 parameters. 
Exact ~lod e J 29 
+ o K y lnY 2 + EK 
1 2 l 
(31) 
27
one exception exists where the system is convergence through 
the iteration process. 
28To apply the maximum-likelihood estimation process to the 
data, the computer program and facilities at the University of 
Wisconsin's computer center were utilized. 
29
since the share equations are derived by differentiation, 
they do not contain the error term from the translog cost function. 
N~ 
~pp~~~~~~~~-~~~~! 
NK = aK + BKK 1nPK + BKLlnPL + BKF1nPF + 6KY lnY 1 1 
41 
(32) 
(33) 
(34) 
(35) 
( 36) 
(37) 
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1nC l.o + yy 1nY + Yy 1nY2 + 1/ 2 Wy (1nY 1)
2 
1 
1 
2 1 
+ Wy y lnY11nY2 + 8y lnVlnY1 + 8y lnVlnY2 + nKlnVlnPK l 2 1 2 
+ E C (38) 
where the E: 's are disturbance terms. It is assumed that: 
.E(Ei) ~ 0, E(E:iE) = aij K, for i, j = l, .... n, and 
Xi'Xi's are nonsingu1ar and lim(Xi'Xi)/n exists as n approaches 
infinity~0 Since simi lar parameters and variables appear in each 
30
ror further details s ee Kmenta and Gilbert (1968) and/or any 
standard econometric textbook. (X represents explanatory variables, 
i. e., Pi's and YK's in the system of share and cost equations.) 
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equation, it is assumed that disturbances are contemporaneously 
correlated (Burgess, 1975; Berndt and Christensen, l973b; and 
Humphrey and ~1oroney, 1975) . 
To analyze change through time, the sampl e is divided into 
three subgroups (vintages) and the relevant parameters of the cost 
equation related to each vintage are estimated in the approximate 
mode1. 31 
The maximum likelihood ratio test procedure is used to test 
the various hypotheses. The likelihood ratio, A, takes the following 
form: 
-1/2 
where tz0 i and IZRI are the value of the determinant of the variance-
covariance matrix of the unrestricted and restricted models, 
respectively, as estimated by the maximum-likelihood estimation 
technique. Since -2lnA is distributed asymptotically as Chi-squared 
Cx2) with the number of independently imposed restrictions being the 
relevant degrees of freedom, the test of the hypotheses will be the 
basis of the following formulation: 32 
31The,characterization of technological change is restricted 
by its specification in the approximate model. 
32 In presentation of parameter estimates , the natural logarithm 
of the de~erminant of the variance/covariance matrix is denoted by: 
Log. det i shown in Appendix F. 
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where n is the number of observation. 
CHAPTER IV 
E1~PIRICAL RESULTS 
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Using the general specification of the exact model, ten different 
models for each vintage are estimated . The estimated parameters of 
the share equations and their asymptotic standard errors for each 
vintage and model are presented in Appendix F, Tables 16 through 18. 
The number of observations is 26 for the Vintage I (1941 to i953) 
sample, 28 for the Vintage II (1954 to 1961) sample and 26 for the 
Vintage III (1963 to 1973) sample. 
The parameter estimates for the major inputs, labor, fuel and 
capital, used in the generation of electricity and particulate 
emission control are denoted by L, F, K1 and K2; and the parameter 
estimates for &,enerated electricity output and collected ash by Y 1 
and Y2, respectively. The results of the statistical tests of 
hypotheses about the characteristics of the translog cost function 
in the exact model are summarized in Table 6. Regularity conditions 
of the cost function, i.e., linear homogeneity in factor prices, 
symmetry and s trong separability, are decisively rejected for all 
vintages, and are not consistent with the characteristics of the 
industry's cost function. There is evidence for the acceptance of 
the nonlinear separability of labor and capital from fuel for 
Vintages I and II and rejection of such separabi l ity for Vintage III. 
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TABLE 6 
TEST STATISTICS FOR RESTRICTED ~IODELS IN THE EXACT ~lODE L 
Sample Degrees 
Size of Critical 
Model n -2 ln ,\ Freedom x' c. OlJ 
Vintage I: 
A-I 26 the unrestricted model 
B-I 150.65 20 37 . 6 
C- I 139.95 5 15.1 
D- I 2.2 17 6 16.8 
E-I 2.282 6 16.8 
F-I 182.109 6 16.8 
G- I 178.69 6 16.8 
H-I 181.62 6 16.8 
I- I 179.54 6 16.8 
J-I 158.69 13 27.7 
Vintage II: 
A-I 28 the unrestricted model 
B-I 92. 78 20 37 . 6 
C-I 60 .11 5 15.1 
D-I 15.76 6 16.8 
E- I 15.80 6 16.8 
F-I 148 . ll 6 16.8 
G-I 108.69 5 15.1 
H-I 100.95 6 16.8 
I-I 112. 89 6 16.8 
J-I 83 . 72 13 27.7 
Vintage III: 
A-I 26 the unrestricted model 
B-I 126.51 20 37.6 
C-I 101.56 5 15.1 
D-I 33 .50 6 16 . 8 
E-I 34.84 6 16 . 8 
F-I 15 7. 11 6 16.8 
G-I 129 . 23 5 15.1 
H-I 3.46 6 16.8 
I-I 3.48 6 16 . 8 
J-I 141.09 13 27.7 
Nonlinear separability between fuel and two capital inputs is 
rejected33 for all vintages. These results imply that in Vintage 
and II, capital and labor are separable from fuel. Consequently, 
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a change in the prices of capital and labor should have no effect on 
the share of fuel in total cost. However, when price of capital is 
changed independently, the share of fuel will be altered in all 
vintages. 
Linear separability between fuel and capital equipment for 
both the generation of electricity and particulate emission control 
is rejected for vintage I and II and accepted for Vintage III. 
Linear separability between labor and fuel is rejected for all 
three vintages. These results indicate that the change in the 
price of capital generates significant effects on the share of fuel 
for earlier vintages and has no significant effect on the latest 
vintage. Nevertheless, rejection of linear separability between 
labor and fuel implies that a unitary elasticity of substitution 
between fuel and labor is ruled out. Finally, separability between 
input prices and output is rejected which implies that the under-
lying production functiQn is not homogeneous. 
The parameter estimates for labor (L), fuel (F) and capital (K), 
generated electricity (Y 1J and collected ash (Y2) and their 
asymptotic standard errors for each model are presented in Appendix 
33Rejection of the hypothesis implies that o .. is variable, for 
derivation of constraints, see Appendix E. lJ 
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F, Table 19. The number of observation is 80 for the sampl e of 
power plants (the approximate model). 
The results of the test statistics derived for estimation of 
the translog cost function in the approximate model, are summarized 
in Table 7. Homotheticity34 of the cost function along with the 
TABLE 7 
TEST STATISTICS FOR RESTRICTED MODELS IN THE APPROXHIATE MODEL 
Sample Degrees 
Size of Critical 
Model n -2lnl. Freedom X2 (.0 1) 
A- II 80 the unrestricted model 
B-II 15 7. 69 24 43 . 0 
C-II 31.20 12 26.2 
D-II 13.54 3 11.3 
E-II 15.32 4 13.3 
F- II 30 . 64 4 13.3 
G-II !Ill 15 . ll 4 13.3 
H-II 23.60 4 13.3 
I-II 79.60 4 13.3 
J-II 20.31 6 16.8 
K-II 7.998 6.6 
L-II 22.18 18 .5 
34A homothetic cost function is characterized by unchanging 
distributive shares with the change in scale (Fus s and McFadden, 
1978). Rejection of homotheticity implies that the functiona l wear 
separability (imposed by nonlinear constraints) is not a valid 
assumption (Blackerby, Primont, and Russel, 1974). 
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regularity conditions of the cost function are rejected. These 
results suggest that the industry's production structure cannot 
be adequately represented by a homothetic cost function. Nonlinear 
and linear separability between capital, labor and fuel are rejected 
which implies that changes in the price of labor and capital have 
an effect on the share of fuel in total cost . Furthermore, separ-
ability of outputs is rej ec t ed which implies that outputs are 
related, and in fact are positively related since their inter-
action coefficient is positive. 
Finally, both absen::e and Hicksian neutrality of technological 
change are rejected , imp l ying that technical change is not "output 
35 
augmenting" and "factor saving" at equal rates. Nevertheless, 
the model provides statistical evidence for the presence of embodied 
technological change. These results conform with the results of 
Atkinson and Halvorsen (1976). 
A general review of the models and related test statistics 
reveals that the hypotheses or assumptions incorporated in different 
models may be valid for one vintage but do not hold for another. It 
is obvious that the traditiona l linear and log-linear models 
(i.e., CES) are not appropriate for representation of production 
relationships in the United States coal-fired electric power 
industry . Specifically, statistical evidence, drawn from both 
mode l spec{fications of the regularity conditions, suggests that 
unitary elasticity of substitution and/or strong separability do 
35This result is not in conflict with the characteristics of 
a nonhomothetic function. 
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not appear to be valid assumptions in representations of t he production 
structure of the industry. Since homotheticity of the cost function 
is rejected, a homothetic cost function is a lso suspect as a 
representation of th e production structure of the industry. This 
result is in conflict with Atkinson and Halvorsen's (1976) general 
findings for the United States s team electric power plants , and 
Komiya ' s (1962) argument which favors the modeli ng of fixed coeffic i ent 
production s tructures. 
AlthOLlgh linear homogeneity in factor prices and homotheticity 
of the functiona l forms are in general rejected, their marginal 
rejection does not prov ide strong evidence against the cost minimiza-
tion behavior. In addition to regulatory constraints, increases in 
the price of capital in the early 1970's sugges t that use of 
unnecessary capital was scant. Therefore, the cost minimization 
assumption for the firms at the p l ant level i n 1973 is more plausib l e 
than any other a priori assumption on entrepreneurial behavior. 
Deviations of the results from the conditions are mainly caused by 
poor quality of the data and the regulatory pressures that affect 
production decisions in electric power generation. 
In order to estimate substitution and price elastici t ies, 
appropriate models based on the value of the test statistic (A) 
are selecte,d. In the exact model specification, model D- I is 
chosen for the derivation of such elasticities for Vintages (Tab l e 
16) and II (Table 17) and mode l H-I is used for Vintage III (Tab l e 
18). Fi nally, parameter estimates from model A- I I , as shown i n 
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Table 19, are used to derive the substitution and price elasticities 
of the approximate model. 
Estimated Elasticities 
Estimated elasticities of price and input substitution, 
evaluated at the point of approximation, 36 are presented in Tables 8 
and 9 for each vintage (in the exact model). Own price and substi tu-
tion elasticities shou l d be negative and the cross-price elasticities 
should be positive if major inputs are substitutes. 
In three series of es timated substitution and price elas ticities 
(Tables 8 and 9) for all vintages, own substitution elas ticities 
(i.e., crii) show the expected relationship. 37 The estimated own-
price elasticities (nii) are negative, imp l ying that the correspond-
ing demand schedules are downward sloping. 
Substitution possibilities for vintage and Vintage 111 are 
the same with the exception of fuel and labor elasticities. While 
a substitution relationship is observed for earlier vintages, a 
complimentary relationship is observed in the latest vintage. This 
result signifies the existence of a labor-saving technology that has 
been gradually introduced within the industry. Substitution 
possibilities between capital equipment for generation of electrici t y 
36The approximation point represents the geometric mean of the 
sample. 
37The positive sign of aK K in Vintage II i s somewhat disturb-
1 1 
ing although its magnitude is not significant. 
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TABLE 8 
ESTir-!ATED ELASTICITIES OF SUBSTITUTION 
(EXACT ~10DEL) 
Vintage (r~ode1) 
I (0-I) II (0-l) III (H-I) 
0 
K1 K1 
- 5.36001 0.32528 - 2.84152 
OK1L - 0.03296 1. 04930 - 0.00711 
°K F 0.25318 0.93686 1.00000 1 
°K K -18.99252 53. 77962 -12.57690 1 2 
0 LK - 0.03296 1. 04930 - 0.00711 1 
0 LL - 2.46780 -3. 90621 - 2.49772 
0 LF 0 . 25318 0.06331 - 0.07742 
OLK2 -11.51371 l. 67511 -20.64356 
° FK 0.25318 0.93686 1.00000 1 
OFL 0. 45072 0.06331 - 0.07742 
°FF - 0.33926 -0.07361 - 0. 23168 
OF K2 - 8.04733 0.13528 - 3 .4 9150 
0 
Ki1 
- 8.34404 1.12078 -12.57690 
OK2L -11.51371 1. 67511 - 20.64350 
°K F - 8.04733 0.13528 - 3.49 150 2 
0 
K2K2 
-168 . 98687 -59 . 36540 -359 .75781 
T) 
K1K1 
11K1L 
11K1F 
T) 
KlK2 
11 LK1 
llLL 
11LK2 
11 FK 1 
11 FL 
11 FF 
11FK2 
1lK2Kl 
1lK2L 
11K2F 
11
Kl2 
TABLE 9 
ESTU1ATED PRICE ELASTICITIES OF DEMAND 
(EXACT MODEL) 
Vintage (Model) 
I (D- I) II (D-I) 
-1.14341 Oo07182 
-0000703 0023169 
Oo05401 Oo2Q6SO 
-4o 05154 llo87486 
-0000564 Ool4555 
-0 042210 -Oo54185 
Oo04330 0 000878 
-1 o96934 0023237 
Ool4587 Oo56846 
0025969 Oo03841 
-0019547 -0004466 
-4063652 Oo08209 
-0014693 Oo01807 
-0020274 Oo02701 
-0014171 Oo00218 
-2097569 -0095721 
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III (H-I) 
-0 0 88527 
-0000222 
0 0 31155 
-309]832 
-0000085 
-Oo29876 
-Oo00926 
-2o46922 
Oo53937 
-Oo04l76 
-0012496 
-1.88321 
-0018233 
-Oo29927 
-0005062 
-5o21537 
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and fuel exist for all vintages. Complementarity between labor 
and both types of capital is observed in Vintage I and III which 
implies that labor and capital move together in the production of 
electricity. In Vintage II plants , substitution relationship, and in 
Vintage I and III plants, a complementary relationship between ash 
collection capital and other inputs is observed. This result 
signifies the parallel movements of respective inputs in production 
of electricity. The demand for this capital shows an inelastic 
response t o the change in prices of other inputs. This is consistent 
with the hypothesis that equipment used for air pollutio~ control 
can be eliminated with no effect on production efficiency. 
An increase in the price of any input is most like ly to be 
accompanied by a decline in its relative share. The values of the 
estimates for individual plants are similar to the elasticities 
evaluated at the mean of each sample. There are few extreme values 
(i.e ., elasticities between labor and fuel and labor capital equip-
ment for generation of electricity in Vintage III). A complementary 
relationship between fuel, labor and capital equipment for 
particul ate emission control is observed for every plant in Vintage I 
and III. 
Substitution and price elasticities for the approximate model 
are presented in Table 10. The substitution elasticities between 
inputs have the appropriate sign and reveal the expected complementary 
relationship within each factor for all inputs. Own-price elastici-
ties are negative which correspond to negatively sloped demand 
schedules. 
TABLE 10 
ESTI~IATED ELASTICITIES OF SUBSTITUTION AND 1HE PRICE 
ELAST ICITIES OF DE~~D (Approximate Model) 
<J KK -0. 39324 11 KK -·0 .10904 
<J KL 0. 72926 TlKL 0.20190 
°KF 0. 32513 TlKI' 0.09002 
0 LK 0.49185 11 LK 0.07034 
0 LL -3. 94812 11 LL -0 . 56464 
0 LF 0. 53661 11 LF 0.07674 
°FK 0.04681 11 FK 0.02691 
<J FL 0. 63537 Tl FL 0.36529 
°FF -0. 31428 11 FF -0.18068 
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Subs titution between all pairs of inputs exists . The magnitude 
of subs titution ranges from 0.047 for <JFK to 0.730 for oKL" At the 
plant level, capital and fuel can be substituted for labor with more 
fl exibility than any other combination. 
An inelastic response of capital, labor and fuel to a change 
in the price of capital, wage rate and price of coal is observed. 
While these findings indicate that limited substi t ution over all 
vintages prevails, the observed complementarity relationship for 
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each vintage between labor, fuel, capital for generation of 
electricity, and for capital used for particulate emission control 
in Vintage I and III, provide sufficient evidence of misallocation 
of resources in the use of particulate emission control devices. 
It is clear that imposition of more and more limiting air quality 
standards would generate economic incentives for a shift away from 
coal to other cleaner fuels if such were permitted. 38 Furthermore, 
there is a rather consistent negative relationship between 
electricity generation and the use of capital for particulate emission 
control as expressed in the share equation estimates (see Appendix F, 
Tables 16 and 17). The lim ited substitution findings are consistent 
wjth those of Nerlove (1963) and Christensen and Greene (1976) . In 
previous empirical studies of the production structure of the United 
States' electric power industry (1955 and 1970 data), it has been 
reported that significant substitution possibjlities occur within 
the industry at rhe firm level. The demand price elasticity estimates 
of this study suggest that changes in the price of inputs result in 
a relatively inelastic response in the share of inputs. Christensen 
and Greene (1976) report that the share of fuel is comp letely 
inelastic. 
To provide a basis of comparison, Nerlove and Christensen and 
Greene's est imate s of substitution and price elasticities, along with 
the estimates drawn from Table 10, are presented in Table 11. Nerlove 
38 The sample used for this empirical study on l y includes plants 
in which coal provides the significant source of energy. As a 
resul t, the concept of interfuel substitution is not discussed . 
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TABLE 11 
ESTIMATED ELASTICITIES OF SUBSTITUTION AND PRICE ELASTICITIES 
Elas ti ci ties of Substitution 
Ner love ( 1955 data) 
Christensen-Greene (1970 data) 
This study (1973 data) 
Price Elasticities 
Ner love (1955 data) 
Chris t ensen- Greene (1970 data) 
This study ( 1973 data) 
Labor-
Capital 
0.4 11 
0.639 
0.492 
Capital 
-0. 159 
-0. 238 
- 0. 109 
Capital- Labor-
Fuel Fuel 
0.223 0.658 
0.218 0.163 
0.325 0. 537 
Labor Fuel 
-0.499 -0.193 
-0.229 -0.081 
-0.565 -0 . 181 
estimates are surprisingly close to the estimates of the present 
study, which sugges t s the same pattern for direct substitution between 
facto r inputs i n response tc price changes specific to the coal-fired 
electric power indus try. 39 
Economies of Sca le 
~1o st engineering estimates predict t hat economies of scale in 
the generation of electricity will persis t indefinitely. Christensen 
39Nerlove ' s results were for firms rather than plants. 
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and Greene (1976), s how that the majority of the United States 
electric power was produced by firms which are operating in the 
flat portion of the average cost curve. Johnston (1960) and Nerlove 
(1963), found that scale economies were exhausted for firms of 
relative l y medium size. In order to address issues of this nature, 
a measure of economies of scale for the coal-fired e lectric power 
industry for 1973 is derived. 
Economies of scale is defined as the relative increase in output 
resulting from a proportional increase in all inpLtts. Such a relation-
ship is identified by the relationship between total cost and output 
along the expansion path, defined by the elasticity of total cost with 
respect to output: 
ac y a ln c 
aY c n aii1Y (39) 
I MP.X . 
i=l 1 1 jy 
y 
where C and Y represent total cost and level of salable output, and 
MPi and Xi are marginal product and level of the ith input, respect-
ively. Economies of scale, ES, can then be defined as unity minus 
the elasticity of total cost with respect to output (Christensen and 
Greene, 19 7 6) , i . e. , 
ES 1-~ a ln y (40) 
where ES is the degree of economies of sca l e, C is the total cost, 
and Y is the level of production. ES is positive when the percentage 
change in total cost with respect to output is less than one, equa l to 
zero when a proportional change in output is exactly equal to 
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proportional change in total cost, and is negative when the 
proportional change in output results in more than a proportional 
change in total cost. Positive ES numbers represent economies of 
scale and negative numbers imply diseconomies of scale. The formula 
for the economies of scale derived from the translog cost function 
(30) is as follows : 
n n 
ES - ((yK + ~K) + I OK ln P. + I wKK ' ln YK' 
i=l 1 K'=l 
( 41) 
Scale economies can be estimated by the evaluation of Equation 
(36) at the observed level of output and factor prices. Economies 
of scale is examined for each vintage for plants which pr oduced the 
highest, average and lowest level of output (million kwh). Est imates 
for scale economies for each vintage are presented in Table 12. The 
variation of economies of scale with output confirms, in general, 
that scale economies decline as output increases. 
Economies of scale for all vintages and the range of output 
levels is observed. The rate of change of scale economies in the 
earliest vintage (1941 to 1953) plants, is higher than that of 
Vintage III (1963 to 1973) plants. This implies that, for an equi-
proportiona~ change in output, the rate of increase in total cost for 
plants of the earliest vintage will be relatively lower than that 
of latest vintage. 
TABLE 12 
ESTI~ATED ECON01~IES OF SCALE FOR VARIOUS VINTAGES 
Output (million kwh) 
Vintage I 
(L01;) 
(Medium) 
(High) 
Vintage II 
(Low) 
(Medium) 
(High) 
Vintage II I 
(Low) 
(~1edium) 
(High) 
174 
1235 
9941 
245 
2111 
12945 
1061 
2303 
9469 
Scale Economies 
. 35876 
.32070 
. 15197 
. 165 7S 
.26958 
. 18464 
. 27142 
. 24 72 1 
.1 6908 
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CHAPTER V 
SlfMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
The general framework used in this study appears t o be useful 
for the analysis of the underlying production s tructure of the coal-
fired electric power industry. Relevant information about factors 
that determine production is obtained from the model and is contained 
in the substitution and price demand elasticities. The frame•wrk is 
specifically useful in the analysis of the price change impacts on 
total expenditure or input mix. Tests of hypotheses of certain 
regularity conditions of the cost function, as implied by neoclassical 
theory were performed. The maximum-likelihood ratio test was used to 
empirically te9t the validity of various restrictions on the produc-
tion structure for the United States' coal-fired electric power 
industry. The test is dependent on the value of the determinant of 
the variance-covariance matrices of both restricted and unrestricted 
(least-restricted) models. Therefore, the strength of the test is 
influenced by the parameter estimates and the asymptotic standard 
errors . A~though an asymptotic test of each estimated parameter in 
various models is not available, comparison of each coefficient with 
its asymptotic standard error generates a criterion for which the 
strength of empirical estimates can be evaluated. In some of the 
models, several of the asymptotic errors are large relative to the 
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estimated coefficients. Nevertheless, the empirical results of this 
study show evidence that traditional models, with the a priori 
linear and log-linear characterization and the restrictive substi-
tution elasticities derived therefrom, are suspect as adequate 
representations of the production structure of the United States ' 
coal-fired electric power i ndustry. 
Estimation of a translog cos t function makes it possible to 
calculate the extent and magnitude of input substitution in the coal-
fired electric power industry without imposing a priori constraints 
on the values of elasticities . Moreover, the use of a flexible 
functional form makes it possible to test a number of hypotheses 
concerning other characteristics of the production process. 
For all vintages, an increase in price of capital will reduce 
the share of capital for ash collection equipment, and an increase in 
the price of labor and fue 1 results in a decline i.n the share of 
labor and fuel, respectively (Tables 9 and 10). 
The Clean Air Act Amendment of 197 7 calls for a 0.3 pound 
particulate emission ceiling per million BTU. Such a standard may 
preclude the use of e lectrostatic precipitators, i.e . , a major 
capital investment in particulate emission control. The Department 
of Energy has sugges ted a higher l eve l of particulate emission 
control in the range of 0.05 to 0.08 pound per million BTU, which 
would not preclude electrostatic precipitators (see Table 3). 
Estimated price elasticities for labor, fuel, and capital 
equipment for generation of electricity for Vin tage I and III plants 
are very close to zero, which implies that the shares of fuel and 
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capital equipment used in generation of electricity do not change 
significantly in response to a change in the wage rate. This conforms 
with the resu 1 ts of the nonlinear separability test between labor, 
capital for generation of e l ectricity and fuel in the exact model 
specification discussed earlier. 
When a substitution possibility between a pair of inputs exists, 
the relationship between oij and oKj determines the direction of 
substitution in response to a price change . Identification of these 
directions provides an important tool for analyzing proposa l s to 
restructure the electric pcwer industry . In Table 10, the substitution 
elasticities of factor inputs for the industry were displayed. All 
oij ' s are positive with their values ranging from 0.04681 to 0.72926, 
implying limited substitutability. These r esu lts suggest that 
increases in the price of labor, capital, and fuel shi ft expenditure 
from fuel to capital, fuel to labor, and capital to labor, respect-
ively, but again, such substitution is limited. Substitution may 
prove to be economically infeasible, but an appropriate change of 
re lative prices can very well change the consequences in favor of 
substitution. 
Technological change appears to have induced a labor-saving 
trend since 1941 (Table 13). The share of labor declined steadily 
from 17 percent in the 1941 to 1953 vintage to 14 percent in the 
1954 to 196l vintage and, finally, to 12 percent in the 1963 to 
1973 vintage. 
Vintage III shows a reduction in the use of fuel and a 
significant increase in the share of capital. This is consistent 
Exact ~lode l 
Approximate Model 
NK 
NL 
NF 
AVERAGE 
TABLE 13 
SHARE OF THE INPUTS 
Vintage 
II 
0 .213 0.221 
0.171 0.139 
0.576 0.607 
0.018 0.016 
All Vintages Combined 
0. 277 
0.143 
0.575 
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III 
0.312 
0.120 
0.539 
0.015 
with Komiya's findings on the effect of technological change (Komiya, 
1962) . These findings imply that the increase of capital used for 
generation of electricity is parallel to the introduction of more 
labor and fuel-efficient technology in the last vintage. The share 
of capital used for particu l ate emission control was expected to rise, 
but, on the contrary, it declined from 1.8 percent in the 1941-1953 
vintage to 1.4 percent in the 1963-1973 vintage. This is due to the 
availability of a more efficient and less expensive ash collection 
technology in the l ater vintages. 
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Variation of economies of scale shown in this study confirms 
the expectation that economies decline as the firm size increases. 
Contrary to the findings of Christensen and Greene (1976), the 
empirical results indicate that the majority of plants operate on 
the portion of the cost curve where economies of scale are present. 
Conclusions 
Analysis of the cross-section data, through a more flexible 
characterization of the coal-fired e l ectric power 1ndustry's cost 
function, generates several important conclusions. First, the 
traditional linear and log-linear representations are rejected by 
the use of the maximum-likelihood ratio test, which suggests that 
models with constant elasticity of substitution (i.e., CES, Cobb-
Douglas, and separable functions) may not appropriately represent the 
production structure of the United States' coal-fired electric power 
industry. Based on these empirical findings, a model which permits 
nonunitary elasticity of substitution and nonhomotheticity40 appears 
to be a more adequate representation of the industry. Therefore, the 
choice and the direction of the policy actions depend on the 
reliability of the underlying production estimates. 
Substitution among fuel, labor, and capital inputs can be 
encouraged by policy actions. Knowledge of the substitution and price 
elasticities are essential for assessing the impact of such policy 
40A nonhomothetic function is characterized by a variable factor 
intensity in response to a scale change. 
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instruments. Imposition of a tax on coal and/or more rigid sa f et y 
standards for coal mining will undoub tedly raise the price of coal . 
In the presence of such a po licy , plants in Vintage III will adjust 
by substitut ing away from fuel and increasing the shar e of capital 
equipment for e lectricity generation. That is, utilities will 
decide to invest i n more turbogenerators of newer vinta ge (and 
efficiency), or obtain fuel of higher BTU content to maintain given 
levels of electricity generation. Th ere is evidence from this study 
that a complementary relationship exists between fuel and particulat e 
control capital, and, in the most recent vintage, th~y are found to 
be separable. That is, particulat e control cap ital has been imposed 
irrespective of fuel and fue l price changes . That imposi tion is 
perceived to be in place particularly in the more recent time period. 
Recent laws will accentuate that relationship. 
There are probably many e l ements that influenced these empirical 
resu l ts. Several assumptions were used as the set of maintained 
hypotheses, which require further empirical ver ifi cation such as 
Appelbaum (1978) notes: " ... one should be careful in his inter-
pretation of the empi r ical results obtained on the basi s of the 
application of neoclassical production theory" (p. 102). Some 
hypotheses wer e rejected, and some or all of the neoclassical main-
tained hypotheses might have been the reason for rejection . Inadequacy 
of data, a priori assumptions, model specification limit ation, some 
weaknesses in the estimates, and inadequacy of the order of local 
approximation i n the functional form (second order) suggest that the 
results should be carefully interpreted and interpreted with some 
degree of caution. 
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Empirical results found in this st udy contradict with some widely 
held beliefs about the production structure of the electric power 
industry and have potentially useful imp lications for private and 
public use, although more conclusive evidence is needed. The content s 
and quality of the present study can be further improved. Transforma-
tion between outputs and characterization of technological change 
could have been appropriately analyzed had revenue data on a plant-
hy-plant basis been available. A more appropriate analysis of the 
air pollution control in the production process should include the 
sulfur-oxide emiss ion input in the empirical study. However, because 
of weaknesses in the data and in the performance of the model, 
further work is required to confirm the results. In further research 
inclusion of other air pollution control e lements in a flexible 
profit function model specification for the coal-fired electric power 
industry is strongly recommended. Such specification should consider 
other specific aspects of technical change and appropriate economic 
inferences (i.e., elasticity of transformation) that were not 
directly accounted for in the course of this study. The model used 
was a more flexible specification than those used in previous studies, 
however, some characterizations of the production process have not 
been captured by its use. A complete t es t of fixed proportions 
overall was not able to be performed, although the evidence suggests 
limited input substitution. A nonhomotheti c fixed proportions 
function might be of help in this respect if one was to be es timated 
and compared with the translog, or another flexible model such as 
the generalized Leontief (Diewert, 1974). 
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Appendix A 
Explanation of Variables Used in This Study 
75 
I. Explanation of variables which were directly used in the estimation 
process: 
<:J~~e~!~ 
yl 
y2 
ITl_e~!~ 
Kl 
L 
F 
K2 
Prices 
py 
P K ' 
1 
PL 
PF 
v 
PK 
2 
Net generation in million kilowatt hours 
Collected ash (particulate) i n 1,000 tons 
Capital one--the equipment and material cost for 
generation of electricity in dollars 
Labor--annual average number of employees 
Fuei--annual coal consumption in million BTU 
Capital two--the equipment and material cost for 
collection of ash in dollars 
Total production cost per million kilowatt hours 
of generated electricity in dollars 
Price of capital equipment used in generation of 
electricity and collection of ash in dollars 
Annual cost of labor in dollars 
Cost of fuel per million BTU in dol lars 
Capital investment in 1,000 dollars multiplied by 
an appropriate index 
II. Explanation of ·variables which were indirectly used in the estimation 
process: 
~1P 
ESP 
Stack 
E 
EMNO 
Total cost of mechanical precipitator in dollars 
Total cost of electrostatic precipitator in dollars 
Total cost of high stack in dollars 
Total cost of equipment used in generation of 
electricity and particulate emission control in 
1,000 dollars 
Total number of precipitato r s in each plant 
TP 
s 
Tota l cost of labor and parts used in operation 
and maintenance in 1,000 dollars 
Average BTU per net kilowatt hour of generated 
electricity 
Price of fuel per million BTU in cents 
Total ash collection, dispersion , and other re-
lated expenditures in 1,000 dollars (labor and 
parts) 
Sale price of the collected ash in 1,000 dollars 
"by-product sale" 
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Appendix B 
Data Measurements 
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78 
The multiple-input, multiple-output model examined in this disser-
tation included variables that were directly used in the estimation pro-
cess. To arrive at such values that would account for capital , l abor, 
fuel as inputs and electricity, and co llected ash as outputs, the follow-
ing procedures were followed :41 
I. Output variables: 
Data for net generation of electricity in million kilowatt 
hours as reported by Federal Power Commission (FPC, 1976b) for 
each plant were directly used in the model . 
~~~£~~-!~~ (Y2): 
Data for collected ash as reported by FPC (1976a) for each 
plant were directly used in the model. 
II. Input variables: 
~~e~~~~-~~e~!-~~~-~~~~~~!~~~-~~-~!~~~~~~~!r CKlJ: 
To arrive at K1 (capital input in dollars), the equipment cost 
for generation of electricity, the following adj ustments were 
made: 
E2 stack + MP + ESP 
E 
T 
1,000 - E2 
s 
TE TP - TA 
E2 represents the total cost of equipment used in particulate 
emission control in dollars . E1 represents tota l cost of 
eqpipment used i n generation of electricity and particulate 
emission control in dollars. TA accounts for the net operation 
41see Appendix A for explanation of variab l es and Appendix C for 
actual data. 
42 
79 
and maintenance cost of particulate emission control. TE 
stands for the operation and maintenance cost of generation 
of electricity. 
The share of parts and labor used in maintenance are 
included in the operation and maintenance cost data . In 
order to account for the capital input share of the parts 
used in operation, a net 11 percent share was included in 
the adjustment as follows: 
K1 = E · P + 0. 11 · 1, 000 · TE Kl 
The process through which the 11 percent figure was determined 
is discussed at l ength in what follows. 
Annual average number of employee data per plant as reported 
by Federal Power Commission (FPC, 1976b) were directly used 
in the mode 1. 
To arrive at F, defined as the annual coal consumption per 
plant in million BTU in the model, the following adjustments 
were ma(le: 
F = F11 · 10
6 
· Y/10 6 = F11 · Y1 
42 
where F11 represents the average BTU per net kilowatt hour 
of generated electricity and Y 1 accoun ts for generated elec-
tricity in million kilowatt hours . 
~~~~~~!-~~~~~-~~~-~~~~~~~!~~~-~~~~~~~~-~~~!~~! (K2):43 
To arrive at K2 (capital input in dollars), the equipment cost 
for particulate emission control, the fol l owing adjustments 
Note, F11 1s reported by FPC (1976b) as a sum tota l without th e introduction of allowance for the fact that machines were or we r e not 
connected to load during the consumption process. 
43
see Appendix A for explanation of variab l es and Appendi x C for 
actual data. 
80 
we re made : 
PK PK (since both repre se nt th e price of capital) 
1 2 
E2 stack + MP + ESP 
TA T - S 
where E2 and TA are the s ame as were used in the calculation 
of K1 ; therefore, 
K2 = E2 · PK + 0.1 1 · TA · 1,000 2 
The process through which the 11 percent figure was determined 
is discussed in length in "price of l abo r (PL)". 
III. Vec tor of prices: 
~::~~':-~f_c:~~~~~~ (\, \) ,44 
As a proxy of the price of cap ital , the bond rate of utilities 
as of 1973 (Hans on, 1974) is used. The actual price of capi-
tal may be underestimated since the equity cost is not accounted 
for, but it st ill serves as a good r e l ative measure of cost 
between firms because: 
a) it reflects money market activity; and 
b) the · ~1oody's Investment Se rvice has scrutinized the companies 
and analyzed their risk in assigning an investment rating. 
These ratings influence the debt cost thus used and likely 
influence the equity cost in much the same way. 
~T ~C:':_~ ~-~~~~~ (PL) 
The FPC report s provide two figures for plant labor expendi-
tures, viz . , labor cost in operation and in maintenance, where 
the latter element inc ludes the labor, supplies , and expenses 
for maintenance. In order to account for the share of capital 
44 See Appendix A for explanat ion of variables and Appendix C for 
actual data. 
81 
input used as supplies and expenses in maintenance, a random 
sample of 10 coal-fired electric power plants of 1947 published 
data as shown in Table 14 was taken, and an average supp li es 
45 
and expenses share was calculated. 
On average, the supplies share of cost are equal to 11 
percent of the labor expenses in operation. Using the same 
flat percentage, the maintenance and supervision and engineer -
ing figures as reporete by FPC are adj usted downward by 11 
percent. Following i s an adjustment which will yield the 
annual price of labor in dollars: 
PL = 0.89 · TP · 1,000/L $/year 
~£~~~-~~-~'!~! (PF) :46 
Cost of fuel data per million BTU in cents as reported by th e 
Federal Power Commission (FPC, 1976b) were adjusted in dollars 
per million BTU and directly used in the model. 
$ per mi llion BTU 
The total production cost data per million kilowatt hours of 
generated electr icity in dollars was generated through the 
following adjustment procedure: 
where Py is the total production cost per million KWH in 
dollars. 
45FPC reports for 19 38-47 separate the labor cost from supplies 
and expenses . . The tota l labor cost on supp li es and expenses does not 
cover a big share of the labor input; hence, it is pl ausib l e to ass ume 
that the ratio of parts to l abor in operation and maintenance are the 
same and have remained constant since 1947. 
46
see Appendix A for exp lanation of variables and Appendix C for 
actual data. 
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TABLE 14 
A RANOOM SAMPLE OF 10 COA L-FIRED POWER PLANTS (194 7) 
Operation Operation 
Labor Supplies 
Capacity Expen ses/ and Expenses / 
Pl ant s ~1W $1,000 $1 ' 000 
1. Huntl ey (NY) 240.0 522 31 
2. Gi l bert (NJ) 55.0 122 13 
3. Springdale (PA) 29 0.0 787 83 
4 . Cheste r fiel d (VA) 50 . 0 140 30 
5 . Riverside (MD) 120.0 336 28 
6. Cahokia (IL) 300.0 845 90 
7. West Port (MD) 247.6 1 ,010 66 
8. Ashtabu l a (OH) 200 .0 446 103 
9. Parr (SC) 72.5 14 2 33 
10. Mad River (OH) 40.0 136 10 
SOURCE: FPC (1949). 
IV . Vi ntage variable (V) : 
Yne v~riable vintage47 (V) represents the state o f technology 
base d on th e design era (period) and the capital i nvestment 
in each plant. ·!he est imation proce dure presented in the 
ap proximate model tests for the embodied technological change. 
An arbitrary equidistance indexing procedure was adopted to 
the vector of megawatt capacity to arrive at the "V" vector . 
For t he samples 1 through 26 (Vintage I), the total 
capital investment 
48 
was multiplied by "1", 27 through 54 
(Vintage II) by " 2", and 55 through 80 (Vintage III) by "3". 
47For more detailed i nformation, refer to the data section . 
48For the actual data, see Appendix C. 
Appendix C 
Data 
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TABLE 15 
COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC PLANTS CONSTRUCTION, PRODUCTION 
( 19 73) 
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17 P •DJAN AF Olf S PCJ\ooER ' l 1GHT co. PRITC~-otUW,H . To CENTE~ l O ~N, 
.. t-"JN"-!f.SOT A PIJ'"(R &. LJGt-n co , AUROWA , AU~UIH 0 
,. OHIO £ 0 150'-' CO , 8\JRGER , R,E, Oll i. S 8 0 TIOM 0 
20 Ul-1 1 0 FOf S O"-! co. GOKGE, .l.I(P QN, 
" 
pftl-"'S~l.~ANIA PO.,Ek 
' 
LIGHT co. S li N~lJRY, SUNI, UI-IY. 
" 
~"EST PENN PQ.,E.~ co. MILESBURG , MlL.EStiUI-Ir., 
" 
.,E_ ST P ENt.~ P O<~ER co. SPR I NG'J ALE, SPWl N<f OALE , 
,. 
.,.lST P["'N P Q ~t:r-1 co • MtlCt-.ELLo COU HTNF.V , 
" 
lHlliYLA"'D »O"'t ~ C0 0 PE.R .t.Tt Vf, AL~A. AL~A, 
,, f.; AI~VlA NQ POo~EI< COUP[IUTIYE, STONEMAN , CASS VILLE. 
EXPENSES, AND AIR QUALITY 
STlTE c • P•c 1 rl lMNo** TP' u' 
flA, Ql:l, 0 ?.o I 02 8 to, ll j 00 
ILL . 1 100,3 12,0 e:.q•;7 I JQbOOOO 
KY . ?t.l,b 
··' 
I!!P? znt:;1120 
·o. 111'1,5 
' ·" 
.,, lf'BOOO 
"I (H J?'),O 
' ·' 
2U20 IJBe.S';'JO 
"'J(.H 17 tJ,O 
' ·' 
1 !!5!.1 ('}IJ 7 fl0 
~. y. 8b,'5 b , ll 1 nz() l!dOUU 
r..I ,Y, b2~ ,1'1 
' ·" 
UtOl \q<:it 71:100 
·•.c. zq o. o '·0 1JI<:i H•t~H~ O 
...v o. :sa, S 
'·' '" 
)381\o,) 
Tf N'l ll.lt!';,.' 10,0 bt-':1'5 1 OQ\ OOfl 
"· 
1 750 . o 
"·' 
7 !.1:SQ 1 o~s 780u 
ALA . PS1 0 1J 0 , ') ')2il2 1\l.,i'nn 
.. ......... ;nfl, J 
'· ' 
11.1H t£Q q OI)Q 
•,VA tnq,l:l 
"·' 
t7H uqtooo 
01, \IA 21':1 , 0 
'·' 
!O qb ~·HO IJ IJ 
I ~lrJ, 3~1>. (I 
'·' 
2.'07 £103700 
~[N"" II~, I 
'·' 
1 oqq UJtl(lO~ 
OH l n c5l,b 10 ,0 } @'71\ iHSII OOO 
Ut-1 10 t •l n,.._, 
'·" 
Ill! 1 1 1-':I Oll O 
Uf1Q , 8 \ 0 0 1) !Q 70 15QI Ci OCI O 
" · 
u~.n 2 . 0 
"' 
001000 
"· 
ll'S,U s . o 1'; 8'1 I 70~(\UU 
... U UP. ,1 
' ·' 
Ubi' !I' St.-000 
~ 1 sc 187,1:1 
'·' 
1511! 2UIJ8 0 0 
~o~lSC s t .e 
'·' '"" 
oqqo o 
CONTROL DATA 
PFF " r' , .. 
SU , 8 71.80 0,0(1 
36, t t~o,q o O, oi\IJ 
35,3 bl,OO 0,00 
Ul'>, l Z5z,qo o, ou 
bi,U uu , oo o,o u 
~,.1 U2 , 78 0.0 0 
33,0 1H,70 o, ,,o 
52 . 7 10,0& 0 , 00 
~Q . 2 3i ,0 0 0, 0 0 
2~ 0 :s £0 , 80 ll , OO 
37 ,7 zo:s. oo 0 ,00 
H , U 1.121,00 o . oli 
:SS.b C7l,OO 0 , 0 1J 
ll,fl 11.11,00 0 , 1.10 
H.l c; z ,qo 0 , (10 
jt1 0 2 75,1 0 IJ .su 
Jti , J zq , ~o~o o ,n(l 
U5 , 1 <JO , OO (',00 
113,3 511,2 0 e. ~ o 
Jq , 5 78,20 n, IJ O 
Jq.t 27b. 00 0 , 1J O 
J5ol 57 , uo 0 , 00 
U! ,b .H,tt'; \, bO 
l~ .s Jl lj ob O 12. '50 
57 , e n .c;; o u, co 
Sl, 7 IS.i o 0,00 
n/ 
" 
" 
" 
" 
" 
,, 
,, 
,,, 
.. 
"' 
" 
" 
" 
" ,, 
"' 
" Sl 
"' .,
"' so 
"' 
" ,, 
so 
00 
"' 
TABLE 15 
COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC PLANfS CONSTRUCTION, PRODUCTION EXPENSES, AND AIR QUALI'IY CONTROL DATA 
(1973) 
VIN TAGE I 
NU UTILIT Y co, P\. lNT CITY ST ATE CAP4C llY;,. PK \"'** PL II I'IP"'* ESP*** ST-'C"*Il- ,. 
~ ,, 
C.ULF P Qo'fiO co. SCI"'OU:. SNf..ADS. ~~- '· QE_I,('I {l. 1}7':)1'1 lbQqJ I ObOOO '56100 1 tlo 1 
tLHT'-'lC Eta.R GY INC • JOPP.t, JOPP.l , ILL. 110('1,! 0.0 375 I Qf' 51 QC (lUO V 117 t:\ f.III UO 75bO O('I t3P.bH 
~ F ~~ t urI( Y UTILITIES CO. GREEN HlV ER, S,C4RR OL lUt-:. 
"· 
21:- -~ • f'l (.1,CIQ!l 16512 2C~250 lbCI73oO lt111 10 c b 5 ~ jj 
h•f. P O TUr,i( EO I SON cu . S!<l TH,k , P4UL. ~ojJ\.I. U MS P UQT ~{l, ljrl,5 U, 05td \]'5'}1 l!:IOO!lQ 15QU 000 '5Q OOO I <;b 75 
C. Ll"'SU11 E~S PQ.oER co, .. HI flNG,J ,PI E>IIE . "'l(H .32~ . o · (1, O~'~bl ! !\\<HI 21051)0 1111'1 01) 00 20 QQOO j\II (I J 
('~ ll-'01 T PUBLIC liGHTnJG COI'IMTSSION, HJSTERS"'Y, OE P~Ol T, /'11(1-1 !7U,rl o. 07 ot. I (15 77 
' 
211200 i?lS OO 21 c~c~q 
•E• Y ORK STAT!:. ELEC. t , GJ. S CORP. HI CKLl ~IG , EAST CO~N 1 N(, , ~ .... . ~I).~ 0 , 07 b} 15 Q.?b I Otllf1Q 0 ~~lO O Q',~q 
N} A f. UH•~OHAI'II( POWER CORP, DUNK:!RK, OUNKI>l:K , N,1, o?fl, o 0,011 (5 2 .5 ? ~ R 
" 
tBqooooo blH OC bl!~b 7 
• (JU Kt PO.o:Ek co. DAN RI'¥£R, ORt..PE~, N,C , zqo . o 0 , 077 '5 !l>l42 lill O')O lbqlllUO S7<1t1 U l7t61il 10 ~ L A ( o( HILLS POI.fR 
' 
LIGT co. USAGE, QS A!;E , lo'I'O , Jl.i,":o 0,0780 11171 u.ouo 0 7M O 2 ·~ '"~ 
II 1 E h Nf SSEE VALLEY AUTIH) OJ TY, J OHNSONVILLE JQHNSONV ILL E., Tf>.jt.j I o~s. 2 0 , 071'5 \ 11 7!/J B\<Jf10 0 loO no('l l lUS!:! C 
12 T!: NNt SSf.E. VALLEY AUTHOR I Tl', S H A~ojNfE , PADUCAH, 
"· 
17'1 0 .u o,•J77'5 tlSH 377( 110 eosoeoo te.JOOOO 17U to50 
13 tErHIESSf..E VALLEY AUTH OIUTy , •,oJ QOw S C ~ EE~<"A', SfEVENSQfl, .f.LII., !:'5),'1 0 . 0775 t8')87 553?•H' 0 IQ2 00U eo I ':lo 
" 
~.[JNU'!GA'"'ELA PO"'EI< co. Al611IGHT, .tLBRIGHT , ~,II A l78,1 o ,OH'!! I 5 051\ <~.?uonn b7lOUO 2 020011 2<10 71 
!; MQ IIU~GAHE l A PO~<of~ co. RIVERSIIILLE, RIVERSVILU, 
"·"' 
J O<l ,fl n, 0 713 ~ I bl22 ue soo o 0 2bCIO O 13":1111 
'b ~ONU'~GA~"~fl.A PU;.;f ..l co . IN ILL O~ IS L H<O, 5 T ,I"! A ~V 'S. 
""·" ' 
{I_J<;,II 0. ()7ft~ 2U h7' 120000 1.107000 ISb OOO 21',5C, 
17 J fJQ I ANA~Ul TS ~O'oif.R . LIGHT co, PRJ TC~i i<O ,H, T, CE!-11 E~ TO~"', 11110 , l Q b • ~~ 0 •'J7t! 5 I Q21b l r..! 72 ~ 0 J7t-7\)0 0 2'1Q5u o ll i' IJO 
18 ~~ I '' ~, f S 0 T A PO,.ER 
' 
LIG~T cu. AUPQQ .f. , AUROQ.A ~ MffiN llb.l {1.0!'111 ?IJ"Il 51 00(.' 0 30~ 000 171/Jb 
" 
u .. to Efll SO'-~ cu. iWRGt R,R,E , DILLS bO TrQM, OHl('l h'i} ,,., o , n~r:,o ll.i (l}Q llf\1)(1 Qc'Sl.IOOO '1077 000 b7 lrO!I 
" 
UrilO EDISON co. GO~>~GE, AKR(JN , O'"! IO \C'O . t! n , l) ll50 J '15 8 5 0 \ 1)71(.'00 U7000 7':1fltl ,, f>f ~ ~~ S Y l V .f."< I A PQ,.fR • LIGHT CO. SU N8URY , SUNt:IUfiY, "· 
.:.nq , A o,n7<;f'l J!l(lqq 12f'I0 0000 lS7 bOOO l37 0 0 1l b) Uil] 
2< "~ S T PE:.NN PO,ER CO, MlLESihJRG, MILESti\JRG, 
"· 
1.1-': , 0 0, n 7 b ~ I ~.?13 Q '138000 I b~OOO blb1 
" 
.. EST O£,.,N POWfR {.0 0 SPh'I~GUALE. SP~lNGOALt, PA, 21S," 0 , 0 7&3 !l OS3 lt- 111.1000 0 1<'10000 252'1 0 ,, 
,P:_ST ,>f.NN PO~HEI< cu. MITCHElL, COUIONEY, 
"· 
41.1A.7 O,tJ7o3 i?UQ71 0 2810000 2"000 0 501187 
25 L·' 1-"YL.O."~U POo.E I'i COOPfQAT!vE. .tLMA, AL~>~A , ~o~rsc t ~ 1 . !l 0 , U1bb tq oo;:e I 0 1.1~ 00 0 1110 1)00 212 00 
,. l' A I~ YLA Nlr POWE R COOPt.P.f..T l VE, ST OIJ(H~N , CASS"'I LLf, i"ISC 'il. 8 0 ,070& 15JC5 ~<!'SQO 0 jLIUUOI) 5b22 
TA BLE 15 
COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC PLANTS CO NS TRUCTION , PRO DU CTI ON EX PE NSES , AND AIR QUALITY CONTROL DATA 
( 1973) 
v 1 ~IT A r,E II 
NU Ut lll TY en. PLANT CITY STATE CAPACITY* 
" 
. 
v2 ** 10~ .. ' I Ftt1 PI I 
" 
S l•t •Tt i [~N llt"C G Et1 f~&T1NC. to. li•~T OIII ,f ,C, WlLS ON • VJ LL E. 4LA • 10t>l'l , 8 b7U5 ,. 5073151 l ll b bUt?2U'H6 'i522 s; o7 
" 
lU ' '~ · I • "' ,. tAL.Tt-1 E.O!SOtl CO, .,. ILl. COUNTy o l lJ CIIPVRT. ILL, 12t.~. q UQUO 21A tUtiU~SS 109 51 et38ot. 101188 II UOi 
'" 
II.. L I 110 IS P Q ~r>['~" co. yp ; "" lLLI utl • O.I. I(Ji Llli O, Illo 1~2.1 ,. •• 18(HI5 8 7 ., 85711:!'1 1 t oqqe qoee 10 j t,l, (UIIl•l(£ tHIJ Cio:Y fl..fCTillC C O ~P. CLIFTY C. KE£Ko loU OJSU N, J"' O, 13 (1 3 , 0 'i!Sl •S7 (lbqi?l70 ]1.12 87HI:!b01 qJH IHIJC: 
l1 td 3Slllr RI P \! P.llC SEQ',' ICE cu. SI II LEl, S ISLE'I', "0· 518 ,5 11qq ., 51H757 •• 1 qsonos 10~77 6U2C l2 CH<TW&l f.LfC ,p Q .. £" CCJ OPF.IHTIVf o (tU:~CJ! 5, CtU ~tlt S . "0· b7 ,1 2•5 11 78QtJ£ 12 21:127545 liSUI l OS Uti H t. t .. Y O ~" SP.H EltC ,'1-, G•S COfi P'o ii CUD t Y, b {N~ ,.AMPT0t.; 0 No Yo lb 0 , 8 b1l ., toosq o q •S 7252184 ! 0 11l ~200 
" 
1 ·1 ~ " Y0~"- SlATE f.LfC, a. ,CAS C r1 ~P, Ml l. l 11'-t:No L A,.: f R JOCI:., No 't • 310 , 5 tqeJ ,. 21755et~ •• 1 6iP~ 2 n '-~I q~27 t>1111 
IS fl l.illt ~ O ,.I;R t n. ALLf ... , r. , G, Ld:. l i'I UN T 0 N, C, 1155, 0 7141 lbS 725574"1 110 7t25 o qqe qlq1 ocoq 
1n !'IO•o l • N• • O&i'- OT A UT It. IT JES co. 11 1: ~1-Ul 1 R,M 0 '1 .l '-40 U•, N,O, I OO oO 57b 32 11 o5SS& ., 75q151. II tH e e t>~H 
l7 (1!•[(1 VALLEY fLtC Tt< IC COJ.P o ~v r.t R Chi;Uc Ct1 E SHI RE, OHIO 1 0 80,3 8150 .. , U2~1l242 >'2 7bt>7b141 Cll.l06 u !qq 
1e l' f ·•ll SfLVUdt. '-' O,.fr.t "-N !) L I Ghr r.u . ti RtJIUt f.l( ISLA ND, y ()R f'( rU.V [~'<, •• 0 1'556, 7 qs1D 511 t n tt<i7uoo I •• q4 0 1B77 Clh2 7 0 3'J 
.. .. F a T Pf.N il P OWfP cu. U~ .-. ~ I Q(JNG , I'HSO I.Lf, 
"· 
JZO,Il 2111 
"' 
zqo~t so ,. 21Squ310 1 0 22b e>l'-~2 
,, lt''"ltSSH VALlEY AII THORI fY, COL tH. I-IT ".l" , P lol l OE, ALA, 8Ub , 5 111.101 289 b!l2/IU67 22S anqJeoo qs«>o t>loltl] 
., H, J\ ':. 5 SH VAllE'/' .t.UT .. OPIT't , G4LLAT {1-t, GAlL. AT IN, TE NN 1 2 5'5,2 blHB ... 6t>Hd58 ?S. b5WOC<i27 qsto swsq 
<2 !U111 ESSEE. VALLEY A llf iiO ~I ry, K Irlr. ST OI• , II 1 '-I CST ON , TE N'l 17 0:) .0 qs11 828 !CII'i2lt5 
"' 
'i21:!Hqqo q7oo OUC'i 
•1 lf. ·H•tSSEf '.'ALLEY A\JT~OUJ TY, Sf.V !t ~ J OI'IN, IHi GERSVILLE, H. "' N 62l,l 1;1.1111 203 01 b0232 215 11ll70b711 qu1o ocza 
If ru. f sst.£ VAll£. Y AIJ THU R:J lY • •I lJO o.S C R H~" 8 ', SHVENS 0 '-1. All 0 112'5,0 t1 II b , .. q4 522 o7 ll2 JCl7b2U92 9t>t>O 81 0 7 
• s UTA to PO .. EW . LIG HT co. ( A "bO ~t t OIIN lY SE.CI C.t S TLEC•Tt:, UT • 1'5,0 •t2 B 77Stdo 27 W8Q JS9 l 11H2 7 0 cj. ,. l1f'Pt t< POdt><SitlA Gl:lif.~.YJNG CO, PIH~ 1Wf. tsu:: . ~Ui l.I U ETH. "'ICM 171l, 1 lllb .. 200t>C I '5 58 12!!22 0 01 1 12!U I OCib ,, r lhl lC SEW \II Cf CO OJ" t1("'01AMP5111~f. 0 "E -tll l t~ .t.C.~~.. so ... 111.!-l o US'l,Z 2750 72 '-1111 091 
'" 
Zt! tsou o s 1021tl 7651 ,. 
tr "l •• EDT SQIJ CO, to~ 1 L ~ S. lll l LE S, 0 1-11 0 ltl,b 11156 103 21qao:;a 
'" 
!SO OuQh 1 0 7 0 3 t~&lq 
.. ~ • NI U tlJISOfl CO, SA"'"!I s, .. ,H, S l ~~TT O N , 01-110 2U'J5ob 12qt1'5 832 25'584qU7 J 77121528'5qq 9368 t>'4b1 
5o C11 LU r. Q ... Erl CO, .. .t, i-1'1 ~ JJ. C"E S ,t.PS, 01,\ll 712,5 J7q4 ,., e.U7Hb0 2112 ],71o11 b'-128 qe;oc t>i'Sb 
" 
Pf rw ~YlvANJ A PO.oEk I t IC Hl co. toOL! .. ()0 (1, ~-t o L h. ooo . •• 0 75, 0 5S2 b2 1141'57 0 
"' 
7227o tS 111 0 3 8~f2 
" 
~F. rw.) YL.; A~J lA PQ-.fl<l • Uli~T ((1 , H.I.OITll-1
1 5 CJOH~ . ST RUU O S~ft.'G • •• 0 112,5 17U8 88 2S372l7 111 2 0 11Jq545 11 ;o3 q .. q~ 
53 UTA, PU,.i:l'l • LIGHT ( (1 , CAko iJ fll ( (Jli NTY SECZ CASlLEGATt, UT 113,0 S80 33 
q22l58 17 talS02 l 4 1 iJbtl SGIOO 
S• .. r s r..m SI ~ POo~I;R L L [f,f'i I co. Ot ~· E Y Nf\,.S ON 1 (ASS'/lU.~ o •ISC 227.2 1371 50 21qql11 so ll12l~SS QSbtl b.hlb 
TABLE 15 
COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC PLANTS CONSTRUCTION, PRODUCTION EXPENSES , 
(1973) 
YINT-'CiE II 
'" 
UT IL.IT't' co. PL,A,..T CJf't' 3T41E CAFACITY 
" 
::.tJU l11Eiotll EL.fC Cit:.Nt l-IlT 1"4G C{l. G4STUN,E ,C. >~IL.50N•'t'IL.LE. AU, IC!OO,& ,, (.f)"'"'n'-~• EAL T ~ £0l5Ufll CO , 
"'ILL C:UUIH'Y, L.UCI(PUI'IT , ILL, 12b8,q 
" 
ILL I ~~o l S POWFI-l CO, V(W"'ILLION, OlK~OIJCl, ILL, 182 . l \0 i•• fl lUiA"'K.l'lr Ut:l( 'f l LfC TRJC (I)R~, CL IF IV (>lt£11., "''Ill ~U N , lNO , 130J,b ll r, I S~ flu lo( I P 1J hl.IC St PVICE co. sruu .. v. 5 I ~Lt Y, MO. s1 e, s 
" 
(_ ~ ' •1 k . L. F L ~C. f'01<1 f J., ( ()Q Pf •HfJVt., C•U'10!S . (!1U10lf:i, 
""· 07 ·' IJ ··t .. YV~It SHTE. l'ltl, 4,Go4S C 1l ~"' • !iOU l' t y, Blt~ li,.H'PTUN , N, y • I b0,6 
'" 
··l "' 'q;Q" STAH. ELfC.&,G-4,5 CU~d', Mll.l [ll'tN, lH t. ld lJG t., No Yo 310 ,5 J; l Ul>.!' p o .. ~. ~ crJ , 'LLF/1., G,G, dHMONT, N.C: • ! ~ 55. 0 
•• f'lll'dA.N h •Q.t.I(Uf l UTILITIES CO , l'<t SKt l T, J.l,M. I'IAI< O ~ IIl , ... o. I 00,0 
" 
I ~ rt IIJ OLlfY f.LE:c: P"'C en~ .... KH~ 1.1 CRf.[l( CHtSHII-IE.. OHIO 1rt80,3 Jo l' t '''·~Y L'YA 1} J. 1-'0 >~EII 'NO Ll GI'Il co. bPUtl"'f,ll ISLAND, 't'llRI<. HAVE,.., 
"· 
ISS-', 7 ,. ~. t S I ,_f,_N PQ,.if ~ cu. 4 RHS TRlltiG 0 kE.ESDAL.E , ... J20.tl 
" 
It li Nt SStE 'OLLEY f. lJ TNOHI TY, Ctllf'f~T~,~. PIHOE, ALA, dU 0,5 
"' 
1 E nr.~ ~ 9E E VllLEY AtJT~OIII n'o GlL L &liN, GAl. UTIN. TEN"' 1255,2 
., lc .H~of !!SEE VALlE'( AliT "'lORI T 'f, l(i••GSTON , II: l"'i;S JON, TE.NN 1'700,0 
., It' ' '~~ SSt E VAlle, '1 iUTHr'IRJTT. St V !til JOHN , II(H;E HSVILI.E. lF.N~ ~ 23.3 
'" 
1 t :1"'t s s~ E. \lALLEY AUT •lOR I T'T, .. Jou ... s c~<fE:K•a•, Slt't'E"'SUN , All, 1125,0 
" 
&Jl :. " ,..O.,.EH 
' 
l JGHT ( t) , C·\"l'ii)N CUIJ"'Tf' HCI CASTLEGAlt., UT • 7'5,0 
" 
11PI ' l f. ~E.N I .~ S l' l.t. GE NH~ Al)tH, co. Pl-lf..SY I! t ISLE. ~ARo/Ut JTE • "'ICH 171.1,7 ., 
'"lJt-LIC SE>~v!Ct. co Of "'(~HA MI-'SHIH£ o Mf;HRI,..ACK, IHl•, N.H. usq,c 
•• l•n!U EOISIJ'4 CO, NILH, NILE S, 01-110 liZ,& .. ~·,•In E DISO~ Cu , SH~H IS," , H, STI;&fTON, 0~10 2'1'5'5,b 
So t••• J u PO•f.iot co. 1(411Mt)J , (k[::iAPS, W,VA 712,5 
" 
~t liN S1'l~AN(A PO,ER • LIGHT co. 11nL r .. oou . 11 UL t..,ooo, . .. 75,0 
" 
Pt lo•<5YL VAN! 4 PQ 01[U 
' 
LIGI'll 1.:0, M41H IN 1 s '"fEK, 5 J~OUOSME.~G, ... l12,5 
" 
u ! J.r< !J0•·EH 
' 
LIGNT co. C•R~UN COU •IT't' SU:2 C&STLEGAH., UT 113,& ,, 
... I ~CU "-'51 '~ PU.,t.H • LIGHT co, oe ... E, Nt LS Uto, CASSVIL LE • wise 227 .z 
AND AIR QUALITY 
. 
E.~NO 
.. 
TP 
. Ez' 
... l1.12Cl S1.17l21 0 
... 7725 1)511.10 00 
'·' 
llOO J7C0001l 
... 57H o27oooo 
J.o zqeJ l.lb~ 1t10U 
•.o .,. 5"'11.1 00 
... llt2 ~o~h7~qo 
'·0 1313 b71Pilo~O 
s. o lt!Sl 21.1Cil7t~OU 
'·· 
700 1865Q(I 
s.o 52qo 115800(10 
J. o Ob58 'l t' b'I OOO 
'· 0 
tasq !SUOOO 
7.0 t.12qs q1q 11 on 
z. 0 '1520 "'"0 8000 
•.o H8b 35 07000 
•. o lclq 71 'H l 01l 
' ·0 81.15q 21.121 001) 
>. o ... 110770 
... •71 '1715000 
z.o 301~ llSquoo 
'·0 17e& 27C U01) 
•• o 15717 111 07000 
J.o 4l4d lli?8j(IO 
•.o 1277 !l5 I;OOO 
z.o lllltl zw1e ooo 
'·0 
"" 
17bd80 
o.o 70 0 tasooo 
CONTROL DATA 
PFF• T 
. .. 
s 
1.11.1,1 'IUS,oo 5,00 
ou,o 1511,00 o.uo 
1.11.1,1 H,SO O,lU 
S5,l esq,oo 21, 00 
.10,2 281,20 1q,35 
ue,u 21 ,5 0 O,OU 
IUI,l l 0 b,10 0 , Oil 
101',5 7b8,20 0,00 
so ,2 uq,5o 2, bu 
2'S,tl 115.10 o.~o 
)1,6 807o00 611, 00 
~2. \) b52.00 o.ou 
H, O 165.00 s. 70 
]q,q H3,0 0 5,00 
Jc,u lOlii ,00 20,0 0 
1.10 ,5 51.17. 00 51 o OtJ 
111,2 55i. 00 o. ou 
Jb 0 l Clq o 00 0,00 
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TABLE 15 
COAL-F I RED ELECTR I C PLANTS CONSTRUCTION, PRODUCTION EXPENSES , AND AIR QUALITY CONTROL DATA 
( 1973) 
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TABLE 15 
COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC PLANTS CONSTRUCTION, PRODUCTION 
(1973) 
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TABLE 15 
COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC PLANTS CONSTRUCTION, PRODUCTION EXPENSES, AND AIR QUA LilY CONTROL DATA 
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TABLE 15 
COAL-FIRED ELECTRIC PLANTS CONSTRUCTION, PRODUCTION EXPENSES, AND AIR QUALITY CONTROL DATA 
( 19 73) 
VINTAGE I 1 t 
UT Ill T't' CO. Cll'l' 
lllll..!-H,MA P Q~<~f:.R C0 0 (IRE ENE COUNTY • OEMUPOLl S, 
T A~~A ELEC TPIC co. BIG bE til>, TAMPA, 
CI~I1~()N-...EAL Tl1 EOlSOtl en. to<INI(A 10, !<lNIO. IO, 
AL Ct• A G,::N!:.IUTl"<G C.O~P. OjARlCK UNITS 1 ,z, l NE~t:IU~G. 
l N() l MdP!Jll 5 PQ ·,o~[R 
' 
L tGHT co. PET EHSBURG. PE TEPS!iURG., 
LOliiSVILlE G4S • ELECTRIC cu. HlLLCRF.:£1<, LOUlSV(LLE , NQI.;lt-'ER~ ~TA TES PU~r<fQ CU ,M}NN, I(JNG,AL.U.N,S, QJ.I( •PAR II. HEIGI-I 
~t.SlN fLEClRJC PO~F.R CCH;P , LELA ND OLO S, STA~li1N, 
.,fST PEt•>.! PUr.~ R CO, HA TflfLI'>' S FER'<Y 1'\ASON TOW~, 
S(JlJfH C""'0LTtU PUBLIC !if.RVICE AIJTHQ, GRAINGER, CONW'-Y, 
SL•lJl"' CAI<OLltU P UBLIC SEq\/ ICE AU THO, JEFFRIES UNIT S H4 MONCM.S COI<NE"', 
lf Ntl f. SSE.E VALLF.'t AUTHQPJTY, BULL 
'"" 
CL lNTON, 
TUH1ESSEE \/ ALLfY .UTI--I(lPJ TV, COLf\ERP13• PRIL>E, 
HIINUiSE£ 'OLLf.Y A!Jl MOl.! I 1 Y, CUMBERL,AND, CU11~ERLANU, 
lfrlt-<f.SStE VA LLEY ~UTHO"<lTY, PARAI)15E•J,•, OIHKESFIORO, 
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Appendix 0 
Definitions 
93 
B111: 
Megawatt (MW): 
KW-hr: 
94 
The quantity of heat required to raise the temperature 
of one pound of water by one degree Fahrenheit is cal l ed 
the British Thermal Unit (BTU) . 
1,000 kilowatts. 
Kilowatt hour--the amount of energy equa l to 1 kilowatt 
in one hour. It is equivalent to 3,412 BTU. 
Net Generation: Gross generation l ess kilowatt hours consumed out of 
gross generation for statiou use . 
Vintage: Vintage year of a machine refers to the initial years 
of commercial operation of the plant. 
Appendix E 
Derivation of Constraints for the Nonlinear 
Separability Conditions 
95 
96 
In order to arrive at the required constraints for equality of AES 
between a .. and aK. for i i K, the derivation for the following example 
. . lJ 49 J 
1s carr1ed out: 
Assume: 
a LF = a K F 
2 
(42) 
which is equivalent to: 
NK SLF NLI\ F 
2 2 
( 43) 
or 
NK BLF - NLBK F = 0 
2 2 
(44) 
This was shown in the separabi l i ty test section of Chapter III. Using 
the share equations , substituting for NL and NK : 
2 
0 (45) 
For this relationship to hold as a necessary condition, the following 
equations should be satisfied: 
a BK F 1\ F BK L 1\ F 6 K2 . 2 2 2 2 K2Y2 az- = s;:;- ~ = s;:-;:- ~= ~ 2 
BK F B BK F 6 
2 K2Kl 2 K/1 ( 46)- (50) a;:;-=~ SLF = ~ 1 1 
49similar derivation is applicable to other conditions where 
equality of s ubstitution elasticities between a pair of input and any 
other fact ors is required. 
97 
For these last five equalities to hold, the following parametric restric-
tions are imposed on the coefficients of the cost function and share 
equations : 
(51) 
(52) 
(53) 
(54) 
(55) 
Appendix F 
Parameter Estimates of Share Equations and the Cost 
Function in the Exact and the 
Approximate Models 
98 
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TABLE 16 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES OF THE SHARE EQUATIONS UNDER EXACT MODEL 
SPECIFICATION (ASYMPTOTIC STANDARD ERRORS IN PARENTHESES) 
Vintage 
Pa ram- Model 
et e rs A- I B-I C-I 
" KJ . 21004 (.16351) .20913 (.16021) . 21005 (.16351) 
" L . 17103 (. 13401) . 1710 3 ( . 13401) . 17103 (. 13401) 
"F . 5 7620 ( . 22247) .60183 (.23207) .59834 (. 22936) 
" K2 .01803 (. 01148) .01801 (. 01143) .02058 (.01258) 
~ K1K1 .12461 (.06572) .09831 (. 04965) 
. 06310 (. 06439} . 00513 (. 00517) 
ll K1L 
-.07103 (.06416) -.10344 (. 09339) KIF 
8 K1Y1 - . 03103 (.02795) -.04013 (. 03623) 8 K1 Y2 . 02117 (.02406) . 04011 (.04105) 
8 LK1 -.04210 (.04305) 6 . 00153 (.02887) .00155 (. 02888) 
ll LL 
- . 05032 (. 02595) -.00668 ( . 00267) LF 
8 LY1 -. 06115 (.01253) -.05009 (.01002) 
'\yz .03114 (.01422) . 05008 (.02385) 
llF Kl -.12603 (.12795) 
S FL -.07003 (. 07167) 
8FF -.05963 (. 03284) . 11012 (. 05973) 
8 FY1 .10006 ( . 03156) .10006 (.03156) 8FY2 -. 06091 (.06038) -. 10005 (.10013) 
~ K2K1 . 03002 (.02981) .09830 (. 095 72) 
. 00043 ( .00089) 
ll K2L 
.00076 ( . 00073) K2F 
~ K2Y1 -.00024 (.00025) -.00023 (.00025) 
K2Y2 .00063 (.00065) . 0002 3 (. 00037) 
log. det. 
i: -2.59280 3.20124 2.78993 
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TABLE 16 --Continued 
Par am- Model 
eters D- I E-I F-I 
CtKl . 31179 (.50608) . 31179 (.50608) .16501 (.20314) 
etL . 11962 (.12117) .11962 (.12117) . 18112 (.15503) 
Ct .53137 (. 60148) .53937 (.60148) .57998 (.22259) F 
etK2 .01449 (.36429) .01449 (.36429) .16501 (.28 107) 
~ K1Kl -.07610 (.03756) -.05148 ( . 02506) .10112 ( . 04815) 
-.03769 (. 04932) -.03787 (.04943) .03102 ( . 03215) 
8
KIL 
-. 09179 (.04546) -.07382 (.03691) -. 09138 (. 07833) K1F 
° K1Yl -.09938 (.04969) -.00155 (. 00077) -.03181 (.02652) 0K1Y2 . 09998 (.03333) . 09038 (.03013) .00318 (.00374) 
8LK1 
8 LL . 06954 (. 03148) .06955 (.03148) .00153 (.02887) 
BLF -.07360 ( . 01746) - . 02832 (. 00944) -.05031 (.02594) 
0LY1 - . 00403 (.00201) -.00403 (.00201) -. 06113 (.01250) 0LY2 .00204 (.00108) .03467 (. 00693) .03114 (.01422) 
8FK1 
8FL 
BFF .13158 (.03618) .13158 (. 03618) -.05963 (.03284) 
° FY1 . 17072 (. 04950) . 17072 (. 04950) .10006 (. 03156) 
° FY2 -.15002 (.03447) - . 15002 ( . 03447) -.06088 (.06038) 
~ K2K1 -.03510 (.04038) - .03510 (. 04038) . 03002 (.02981) 
K2L 
SK2F 
~ K2Yl -.00049 (.00010) -.02028 (. 00500) - . 03181 (. 02771) 
K2Y2 . 00025 . (. 00006) .01641 (. 00357) .00318 (.00314) 
log. det. 
f -2.50753 -2. 50502 4.41138 
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TABLE 16 - - Continued 
Param- flode1 
eters G-I Il-l 1-1 J-l 
aK 1 . 2 ! 004 ( .16351) .21004 ( .16351) . 21004 (. 16351) . 21004 (. 16351) 
a L . 17103 (.13~01) .17103 ( .13401) . 17103 (. 13401) . 17103 ( . 13401) 
aF . 57620 ( .22247) . 5 7620 (.22247) . 5 7620 ( .222·17) . 5 7620 (.22247) 
aK2 .0 1803 ( .01 148) .01803 (. 01148) . 01803 ( . 01148) .0 1803 (. 01148) 
S KIKI . 12461 (.06572) .09312 ( . 04656) .1246 1 ( . 06572) . 09312 (. 04656] 
SKIL .06310 (.06439) .00918 (. 0092 3) . 06310 (.064D) . 009 18 (.00923) 
SKIF -.07 103 (. 064 16) -. 07003 (.06302) 
6K1YI - . 03 103 (.02795) -.03120 ( . 02836) - . 03 103 ( .02795) 
6 KJ Y2 .02 117 (.02406) . 02119 (.02405) .02 11 7 (.02406) 
SLKI 
SLL . 00 155 (.0288S) .00153 (. 02887) . 00153 (.02887) .00153 ( . 02887) 
S LF -.05031 (.02594) 05029 ( . 02594) .05031 (. 02594) 
6 LY I -. 05009 ( .01002) -.06115 (. 01253) -.06115 ( .0 1253) 
6 LY2 . 04 385 (.02088) .03 105 ( . 0 1413) . 03105 (. 0141 3) 
SFK1 
SFL 
SFF -. 05963 (.03284) -. 05963 ( . 03884) -.05963 (.03284) -.05963 (.03284) 
6FYI . 10006 (. 03156) . 10006 (. 03156) .10006 ( .031 56) 
6FY2 -.06091 (. 06038) - . 06091 (.06038) - .06091 (.06038) 
6K2Kl . 03001 ( .0298 1) .03001 ( .02981) . 02 775 ( .02677) .03001 ( .02981) 
6K2L 
SK2F 
6K2YI -.00024 ( . 00025) -. 00024 (.00025) .00038 ( . 00043) 
6K2Y2 .00061 (. 00065) .00061 ( . 00065) . 0005 7 (. 00059) 
log. det. 
E 4.28007 . 392 73 4. 31275 3.51054 
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TABLE 17 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES OF 11-!E SHARE EQUATIONS UNDER EXACT MODEL 
SPECIFICATION (ASYMPTOTIC STANDARD ERRORS IN PARENTHESES) 
Vintage I I 
Par am- t·1odel 
eters A-I B- I C-I 
aKl .22081 ( 0 11040) 0 22081 (.11001) .22002 (.11641) 
a L .13872 (.14981) . 13872 (.15095) 0 13774 ( .14972) 
aF 0 60677 (.40451) .62333 (.42242) .62612 (.42021) 
aK2 .01612 ( 0 01135) 0 01714 ( 0 01182) .01612 (.01135) 
i3 K1Kl 0 13791 (.034l7) .08312 (.015 !1) 
i3K1L .00152 ( 0 00253) .00053 ( 0 00795) 
i3 K1F -.16234 (.14612) -.08365 (.07529) 
~ KlYl .02920 (.02631) .02942 ( 0 02648) 
K1 Y2 -.03670 (.02531) -.03618 (.03001) 
BLK1 .00673 ( 0 02738) 
i3 LL 0 04432 (.01766) 0 04138 (.01565) 
i3 LF -.0'1281 ( . 02591) -.04191 ( 0 01450) 
0 LY1 -.05481 (.01884) -.05149 (.01776) 
0 LY2 .03801 ( 0 02001) .05149 (.02575) 
BFKl 0 18041 (.05551) 
i3 FL -.05219 ( . 03954) 
SFF 0 21150 ( 0 05060) -.12556 ( . 02283) 
° FY1 .05244 ( 0 04724) 0 05113 (.03933) 
° FY2 -.02303 ( 0 03495) -.05113 (.05812) 
~ K2Kl 0 00048 ° ( 0 00053) 0 08311 (.09128) 
· K2L .00042 (.00052) 
BK2F 0 00324 ( 0 00113) 
~ K2Yl -.01913 ( 0 00911) -.01912 
K2Y2 .01753 (.00928) .01912 ( 0 00999) 
log. det. 
[ 
-.98165 2.33185 1.16517 
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TABLE 17 --Continued 
Par am- Model 
eters D- I E- I F-I 
a Kl . 22080 (. 11040) .22081 ( .11040) . 16432 (. 20218) 
CIL . 13872 (.14981) .13872 (. 14981) .13872 (. 14981 ) 
a F .60593 (.40321) . 60543 (. 40321) . 60593 (. 40321 ) 
CIK2 .01612 (.01135) .01612 (.01135) .16432 (.29104) 
~ KlKl . 18791 (.03417) .18 783 ( . 03408) .18 783 (.03408) 
KlL .00151 (.00252) . 0015 1 ( . 00252) -.09142 (.07138) 
BKlF -.00846 ( . 08273) - .11035 (. 09131) - .09142 (. 07138) 
0K1Y1 . 02920 (.02631) . 02114 (.01953) - .00603 (.00419 ) 
° KlY2 -.03670 (.02531) -.03126 (.0217 1) .00589 (. 02315) 
BLKl 
BLL .04431 ( . 01765) . 04431 (.01765) .04430 (.01764) 
BLF -.07884 (. 02592) - . 06933 (. 02407) -. 07214 (. 02589) 
0LY1 -. 05771 (.01862) . 01328 (. 00272) -.05479 ( . 01880) 
0LY2 .03991 (.02112) -.01464 (.01034) . 03801 (.02001) 
BFKl 
BFL 
BrF . 21150 (.05060) . 21151 ( . 05060) . 21151 (. 05060) 
°FY1 . 05244 (.04724) .05244 (.04724) . 05244 (.04724) 
° FY2 -.02303 (. 03495) -. 02303 (.03495) -. 02303 (.03495) 
8K2Kl .00043 (. 00049) . 00044 (.00051) . 00044 (.00051) 
8K2L 
8K2F 
~ K2Yl -. 00671 (. 00335) - . 00671 ( . 00335) - .00603 (. 00300) 
K2Y2 .00464 (.00232) . 00464 (.00232) .00589 (.00293) 
log. det. 
l: -1. 54465 -1.54578 4.30815 
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TABLE 17 --Continued 
Parnm- Model 
ctcrs G-1 H-1 1-I J-1 
"K1 .22081 ( . 11040) .22081 (. 11040) .22081 (.11040) . 22002 (. 11 64 1) 
"L . 13872 ( .14981) . 13872 (. 14481) . 13872 (. 1" 9R 1) . 1.>774 (. 14972) 
"F . 606 77 ( . 4045 I) . 60677 ( .4045 I) . 606 77 ( . 4045 I) .62612 (. 4 2021) 
"K2 .0 161 2 ( . 01135) .01612 (. 01135) . 01612 (. 01135) . 01612 ( . 01135) 
~ K1K1 . 18791 ( . 03417) . 07!42 (. 0!432) . 07142 (. 014 32) . 08312 (. 0!511) 
Bnt .00!52 ( . 00253) .00018 (.00634) . 00018 ( . 00634) . 0005 3 ( . 00745) 
~K1 F .02920 (. 02631) -. 08365 ( . 07529) 
~KIYJ . 02920 02631) . 02815 (. 02511) .02815 (. 025 II) 
K!Y2 -.03670 02531) -. 03613 ( . 03000) - .03613 (. 03000) 
~LKI 
~LL .04!33 ( . 015 '·2) . 04!08 (. 01368) . 04 108 (. 0 1368) . 04 432 (. 01766) 
S LF - . 07222 (. 02563) - . 07222 ( . 02563) -.04618 ( . 01603) 
0 LY! -. 05143 (. 01771) -.05 143 (. 01771) -.OS 14 3 (. 0177 1) 
6LY2 . 05148 ( . 02575) • OS 148 (.02575) . 05!48 ( . 02575) 
BFK1 
~FL 
~FF .11831 (.03470) . 11831 (.03470) .11831 (.03470) . 12556 (. 02283) 
6FYJ .05244 (.04724) . 05244 (.04724) .05244 (. 04 724) 
°FY2 -.00189 ( .00291) - . 00189 (. 00291) -.00189 (. 00291) 
~K2K1 . 0004 7 (.00053) . 0004 7 00053) . 0004 7 00053) .00 046 ( . 00052) 
~K2 L 
BK2F 
6K2Yl -.01910 (.00907) -. 019 10 (. 00907) -.01910 ( . 0090 7) 
8K2Y2 . 01742 (. 00913} .01742 (. 00913) . 01742 ( . 00913} 
log. dct. 
l: 2.90028 2.62381 3.050!9 2. 00829 
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TABLE 18 
PARAMETER ESTIMATES OF THE SHARE EQUATIONS UNDER EXACT MODEL 
SPEC I FICATION (ASYMPTOTIC STANDARD ERRORS IN PARENTHESES) 
Vintage III 
Param- Model 
eters A-I B- I C- I 
a Kl . 31181 (. 50619) . 31181 (.50619) . 31181 ( .506 19 ) 
aL . 11962 (.12 11 7) .11961 (. 12 11 7) .11961 (. 12117) 
aF . 5 3937 ( . 60148) . 5540 7 ( . 61487) .5540 7 (.6 1487) 
a K2 . 01448 (. 364 29 . 01451 (. 3645 7) .01451 (. 3645 7) 
~K1K1 -.0778 1 (.03891) -.06138 (.03282) 
-. 03769 ( . 04932) -. 03762 ( . 04931) 
SKlL 
-. 09185 (.04551) .09900 (.04549) KIF 
~K lY1 -.10152 (. 05343) -.07143 ( . 03724) 
KlY2 .10738 (. 03863) . 07143 (.0256 1) 
S LK1 - . 00985 ( . 01931) 
SLL .06957 ( . 02128) . 04 354 (.01331) 
S LF -.06951 (.02123) -. 08116 (.02573) 
'\n - . 0045 1 ( . 00239) -.00 381 (.00202) 0 LY2 .00312 (.00189) . 0038 1 (.00231) 
S FK1 . !25 43 (.39819) 
SFL -.04115 (.04697) 
SFF . 18105 (.04828) .01784 (.00575) 
°FY 1 . 17075 (.04955) . 108 15 (.03138) 
°FY2 -. 15006 (.03450) -. 10814 ( .02 48 7) 
~K2K1 -.035!6 ( . 04041) 
-. ooo85 . (. 00047) 
SK2L 
-. 00643 (. 00487) . 06138 (. 07039) K2F 
~ K2Y1 - . 02037 (. 00509) -.14031 ( .034 31) 
K2Y2 . 01648 (.00364) . 14031 (. 03093) 
log. det. 
l: -1. 86003 3.00589 2 . 04614 
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TABLE18 --Cont inued 
Param- Model 
eters D- I E-I F- I 
cxK1 . 2 1004 (.16351) . 21004 (.16351) . 21005 (. 61387) 
cxL . 17103 (.13401) .17103 (.13401) .21005 (.48951) 
Clp . 5 7620 (.22247) . 5 7620 (.22247) . 5 39 37 (.60148) 
cxK2 .01809 (.01146) .01809 (.01 146) . 01449 (. 36429) 
13 . 12461 ( . 06572) . 12461 (.06572) -. 07700 ( . 03528) SK1K1 
. 063 10 ( . 06939) . 06310 (.06439) -.03769 (.04932) 
8
KIL 
-.00522 (.02147) -.07112 (.06333) -. 07001 ( . 03502) KIF 
~ K1Y1 -.03102 (.02795) - .03124 (.02721) -.00 183 (. 00092) 
K1Y2 . 02117 ( . 02406) . 02 14 8 (.02455) . 08104 (.02914) 
8LK1 
.00153 (. 02887) .00154 (. 02887) .06954 (.03148) BLL 
S LF -. 04938 (.02147) -.05791 (.02518) - .06950 (.02 126) 
0 LY1 -.05001 (. 00997) -.02544 ( . 00509) - . 00442 (.00231) 0 LY2 . 03102 ( . 01449) .01749 (. 00833) .00312 (.00189) 
SFK J 
llFL 
-.05960 (.03281) -. 65960 (.03281) (.03618) llFF . 13158 
°FY1 .10006 (.03156) .10006 (. 03156) . 17072 (. 04950) 0 FY2 -.06089 ( . 060 37) - . 06089 (. 06038) -. 15002 (.03447) 
~K2Kl 
8K2L 
. 03002 (.02981) . 0 3002 (.0298 1) -.035 10 (. 04038) K2F 
~ K2Yl -.00529 (. 00541) -. 00024 (.00025) -.00183 (.00049) 
K2Y2 . 00328 '(.00351) .00064 (.00065) . 08 104 (.02241) 
log. det. 
'i: -3.14862 -3. 20016 4.18259 
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TABLE 18--Continued 
Pa ram- ~lode! 
etcrs G- I H-I I- I J- I 
"KJ . 3118 1 (. 50619) . 311 81 ( .506!9) . 3 11 81 (.50619) . 31180 ( . 50619) 
"L . 11 962 (. 12117) . 11962 (. 12117) . ! 1962 ( . 12117) . 11%2 ( . 12 11 7) 
aF . 539 37 (. 60 14 8) .53937 (. 60 148) . 5 3937 (. 60 148) . 53937 ( . 60 148) 
aK2 .0 14 47 (.36429) . 0 14 47 (. 36 429) .0144 7 (.3642 9 ) . 0 1448 ( ) 
eKIKI -.07781 (. 03891) - .06 132 (.03280) -. 06132 (. 032RO) -.07781 (. 03891) 
eK I L -.03769 ( . 04932) - .03753 (.04920) -.03753 (. 0·1920) -. 03.>0 1 (. 04601) 
eKlF -. 09185 ( . 04551 ) - .05!68 (.02899) 
6KIYI - .10 !52 (.05343) . 09900 (. 04549) .09900 (.04549) 
6KIY2 .10738 ( . 03863) - . 07141 ( .03723) - .0714 1 ( . 03723) 
eLK! 
e LL .04351 ( . 01330) . 0695 7 ( .02!28) . 0695 7 (. 02128) .0408 1 (.02005) 
eLF - .06951 ( . 02123) -.0695 I (. 02123) -.05382 ( . 01892) 
6LY! -. 00406 ( . 00202) - . 0045 I ( . 00239) - .00451 (. 002 39) 
6LY2 . 00315 (. 00!90) . 00312 ( .00!89) .00312 (.00189) 
erK1 
erL 
err . 18!05 (. 04828) . 18105 (.04828) . 18105 (. 04828) .0 1874 (.00575) 
6FY! . 17075 (.04955) . 17075 (.04955) .17075 (.04955) 
6ry2 -. !5006 ( . 03450) -.15006 ( . 03450) -. 15006 (.03450) 
eK2Kl 
BK2L 
eK2F -.03512 (.04039) -.03512 (. 04039) -.03512 (. 04039) .00398 ( .00529) 
6K2Yl - . 00085 (. 0004 7) -. 00085 (.00047) - .00085 (. 0004 7) 
0 K2Y2 -. 00642 ( . 00487) -. 00642 (.00487) .00642 (.00437) 
log . dct. 
l: 3. 11053 - 1.99312 -1.99386 3.56679 
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TABLE 19 
PARANETER ESTINATES OF 1l1E COST UNDER APPROXINATE MJDEL 
SPECIFICATION (ASYNPTOTIC STANDARD ERRORS IN PARENTHESES) 
Param- ~lode! 
eters A-II B-II C- II 
a K .28016 (.08175) .28016 (. 08175) . 28016 (.08175) 
a L . 14 301 (.12007) . 14 301 (. 12007) . 14 30 1 (. 12007) 
aF . 5 7192 (.22241) . 5 7683 (.22432) . 57683 (. 22432) 
SKK .17002 (.05914) .11827 (.06957) 
SKL -. 01072 (.02143) -.01079 ( . 02149) 
SKF -.10742 (. 03181) -.10748 (. 03 186) 
° KY1 -. 05001 (.03061) 
°KY2 . 05811 (.02318) 
SLK -.02012 (.02148) 
il LL .04181 (.01347) .05016 (.01254) 
SLF -.03810 (. 03800) -.03937 (.03922) 
0 LY1 -.57740 (. 10310) 
0 LY2 .00142 ( . 00060) 
SFK -.15172 (.05889) 
sn -. 02998 (. 03114) 
SFF .14051 (.02001) .14685 (.02098) 
°FY1 .12501 ( . 02117) 
°FY2 -.10381 (.02703) 
IlK .04413 (.02918) .04410 (.02912) 
IlL -. 00185 ( .00103) -.00185 (.00103) 
llF .04 318 (. 02703) . 04308 (. 20497) 
lj!Y1 -.21810 (.20516) 
lj!Y2 -.39158 (.32015) 
w .05773 (·.01889) 
rp 
-. 50369 (. 25668) - .4631 8 (.23569) 
el . 02318 ( . 01059) . 02 312 (.01042) 
62 .02119 (.01009) . 02119 (.01009) 
\ 5.03127 (.00167) 13 .05186 (.00433) 5. 10318 (. 01638) 
YYl .97185 ( .03187) . 96143 (.03126) 1.00000 
YY2 . 74159 ( . 34182) . 71037 (.32639) . 75003 (. 34461) 
( 
-.01168 ( . 13121) -.01168 (.13121) -.01168 ( .1 3123) 
l og. det. 
i: 1.01005 2. 98116 1.40012 
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TABLE 19--Continue d 
Param- Model 
e t e rs D-II E-II F-II 
ct K .28016 (. 0817S) .28016 (. 0817S) .28016 (.0817S) 
ct L . 14 301 (. 12007) . 14301 ( . 1200 7) . 14 301 (.12007) 
ctF . 5 7683 (. 22432) . s 76 83 (. 22432) . s 7683 (.22432) 
SKK . 1182 7 ( . 069S 7) . 118 27 (.069S7) . 1182 7 (. 069S 7) 
8KL -.01079 (.02149) -.01079 (.02149) -. 01079 ( . 02149) 
S KF -.10748 (.03186) - . 10748 (.03186) -.10748 ( .03186) 
0KY1 - .OS008 (.03062) - . OS008 ( .03062) -.OS008 ( . 03062) 
0 KY2 . OS008 (.01792) . OS008 (.01792) . OS008 (.0 1792) 
S LK 
S LL .OS106 (.012S4) . OS016 (.012S4) . OS016 (.012S4) 
S LF - .03937 (.03922) -. 03937 (. 03922) -.03937 ( . 03922) 
0 LY1 -. 38116 ( .1 2489) - . 38116 (.12489) -. 38116 (.12489) 
0 LY2 . 38116 (.1900S) . 38116 (.1900S) .38116 (.1900S) 
SFK 
SFL 
i3 FF .1468S (.02098) .1468S ( . 02098) . 14 68S (. 02098) 
°FY1 . 11663 (.01731) . 11663 (.01731) .11663 ( . 01731) 8 -. 11663 (.01993) - .11663 (. 01993) -.11663 (. 01993) 
FY2 
ll K . 04410 ( . 02912) . 04410 (.02912) 
nL -.0018S (.00103) -.0018S (.00103) 
n F . 04308 (.20497) . 04308 (. 20497) 
~)Yl -.21810 (.20S16) -.21302 (.20248) -.21810 (.20S16) 
'4!y2 -.391S8 ( . 3201S) -.39106 (.32000) -. 39J.S8 (.3201S) 
w . OS 773 (.01889) . OS 773 ( .0 1889) 
q, 
-.4S132 (.22918) - .4S132 (.229 18) -. 36128 (.21314) 
Br . 02312 c 01042) . 02 312 (. 01042 ) 
e2 . 02 119 ( . 01009) . 02119 (.01009) 
). S .10 318 ( .01 638) s. 10 318 (. 01638) s . 11 64 1 (.01749) 
YYl .97 183 ( . 03186) .9 7183 (.03186) .97183 (.03186) 
YY2 . 74148 (. 34181) . 74148 ( . 34 181 ) .74 148 ( .34 181) 
~ .01168 (. 13123) .01168 (.1312 3) . 01168 (. 13123) 
l og. det. 
[ 1. 17932 1.201S3 1. 39310 
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TABLE 19 --Continued 
Param- Model 
eters G- II H- II I- II 
a K . 28 103 (. 08200) .28016 (.08175) . 28016 (.08175) 
a L . 14291 (.12249) . 14 301 (. 12007) . 14 301 (. 12007) 
a F . 57103 (.21660) .57192 (. 22241) .57192 (.22241) 
SKK .11 823 (. 06950) .18103 ( . 06389) . 17301 (.05739) 
SKL -. 01073 (.02141) -.01171 ( . 025 73) -. 01072 ( .02318) 
SKF -.10531 (.02872) -. 11838 (.02960) 
o KYl -.05000 (.03000) -.05003 (.03065) -.05011 ( . 03083) 
0KY2 .052 13 (.02607) . 05980 (.01897) .05618 (. 01589) 
SLK 
SLL .05016 (.01254) .05023 (.01199) .05023 (. 01199) 
SLF -. 05355 (. 05341) -.05071 (.05106) 
0 LY1 -.02543 (. 00438) -.5 7740 (.10310) -.57741 (.10310) 
0 LY2 .02651 (.01326) . 00142 (. 00068) . 02651 (.01326) 
SFK 
SFL 
SFF . 14685 (.02098) . 14 673 (.02054) . 11718 ( . 01562) 
° FY1 . 11663 (.01731) . 12541 (. 02069) . 11610 (.01900) 
° FY2 - . 11663 (.01993) -.10227 (.01932) -.10227 (.01932) 
11 K . 04413 (. 0220 7) .04410 (.02912) . 04410 ( . 02912) 
11 L .02244 (.01244) -.00132 (.00053) -.00138 (.00055) 
11F .04308 (. 20497) .04308 (.20497) . 01065 (. 05208) 
</Jy1 -.21810 (.20516) -.20217 ( . 20019) -.21809 (.20522) 
<Pv2 -. 39 158 ( . 32015) -.391 27 (.32006) -.39137 ( . 32021) 
w .05773 (.01889) . 05683 (. 01622) .05 694 (.01630) 
rjJ -. 45132 ( . 22918) -.45132 (.22918) -.45132 (.22918) 
e l . 02312 (:01042) .02312 (.0104 2) . 02 312 ( .01042) 
e2 . 02119 (.01009) . 02119 (.01009) . 02119 (.01009) 
\ 5 . 10400 (. 01543) 5 . 11641 (.01749) 5.1438 1 (.01993) 
YY! .98138 (. 03238) .97003 (.03009) . 97113 (.03021) 
Yy2 . 74 787 (.34861) . 74140 (.34171) . 74516 ( . 3423 1) 
~ -. 01168 ( .13123) -.01168 (.13123) . 01168 (.13123) 
log. det. 
~ 1 . 19896 1. 30510 2: 00510 
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TABLE 19 --Continued 
Param- Model 
eters J-II K- II L-II 
a K . 28016 (.08175) .28016 (.08175) .28016 (.08175) 
a L . 14301 (.12007) . 14301 (. 12007) . 14301 (.12007) 
a F . 5 7192 ( . 22241( .57192 . 22241) .57192 (.2224 1) 
13KK . 11827 (.06957) . 17002 (.05914) . 18103 (.06384) 
BKL -.01079 (.02149) -.01072 (.02143) - .0 1171 ( .02573) 
BKF -.10748 (.03 186) -.10742 (.03180) -. 11838 (.02960) 
0 KY1 -.05001 ( . 03061) -.05003 (. 03065) 
6KY2 -.002 16 (. 01038) . 05980 (.01897) 
BLK -.01885 (. 0 1993) -. 02009 (. 02133) -.03000 (.02309) 
BLL .05016 (.01254) . 04173 (.01321) .04182 (.01349) 
BLF -.03932 (.03917) -.03661 (. 0365 1) -.03812 (.03802) 
0 LY1 . 53104 ( . 21005) -.57740 (. 10 310) 
0LY2 -.00038 (. 00041) . 00 14 2 (. 00068) 
13 FK -.14106 (.04798) -.15172 (.05889) -.16220 (.05765) 
13 FL -.03007 (.03126) -.01098 (.0244 1) - . 03558 ( . 03321) 
BFF .14218 (.02009) . 14051 (.02001) . 16500 (.02891) 
° FY1 .12501 (.02117) . 12541 ( . 02069) 
° FY2 -.10381 (.02703) -. 10227 (.01932) 
nK .04410 (.02912) .04413 (.02918) 
'\ -.00 185 ( .00 103) -.00181 ( . 00097) 
n F . 04311 (.20501) .0431 8 (.02703) 
1/! Yl -.20316 (.20045) -.18168 ( .1 7937) -.20316 ( . 20045) 
1j!Y2 -.38979 ( .3 1771) -. 30912 (.26173) -. 38983 ( . 31776) 
w .05682 (.0 1630) .05691 ( . 01638) 
<jJ . 45 132 (. 2338 1) -.50369 (. 25668) 
e 1 . 02 312 (" . 01042) . 01131 (.00516) 
e2 . 02119 (.01009) . 03885 (. 0 1938) 
A 5.06118 ( . 00239) 5.06121 (.00246) 5. 10318 (.00169) 
Yn . 9 7106 (. 03055) . 97103 (.03051) . 96687 (.02990) 
YY2 . 74138 (.34109) . 74130 (.34097) . 73877 (. 33943) 
~ -.01168 (.13123) -. 01168 (.13123) 
log. det. 
E 1. 26392 1. 11003 1.28731 
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